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lifOllICIPAL BUDGETS Al!D BUDGET ACCOilllTDTG 
INTRODUCTIOW 
r.~uch has been said about budgets and budgeting, during 
this period of rapidly mounting costs and truces, which are 
due to increasing demands on public corporations for ser-
vices. Most people have a vague idea that the budget is a 
means of limiting the expenditures of an orgnnization, so 
quite naturally it hes become very popular in the public 
mind. 
To clear up any misconception as to the meaning of the 
term~ budget, and especially as it pertains to the subject 
tmde1-- discussion, the writer w111· quote from eminent authori-
ties on mu.nicipnl budgets. Mr. Buck says, nThe budget ls a 
complete plan o:r proposed expend1tures and means of' financ-
ing them £or a definite po1"iod. tel In this definition the 
budget is referred to as a financial plnn or program for the 
cit~f to follow over u definite period. or time. Mr. !JcKinsey' s 
definition covers essentially the same. thing a little more in 
detail. He sa-ys, nA Municipal budget is a. statement of eatimn-
ted revenues and estimated expenditures of a city, for e. cer-
tain. period of:, time, set forth in such :rorm, and supported by 
such data, as to show its f'inu..ucial needs and revenue possi-
1. A. E. Buck, nMunicipal Budgets and Budget Lfaking, tt p. 1 • 
. 1 
· · bili ties. n2 Howeve1, ~ a more complete definition of the bud-
get in~both its broad and narrow sense is given by Mr .. Morey. 
/ 
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nThe 'budget'# in its broad sense, is a fiscal docu'nent ex-
hibiting the ostimated and actual 1 ... evenues and expenditures 
of previous pei~iods 1 the proposed appropriations ror expendi-
tures :for the succeedine.perio~ or periods, and the proposed 
sou1.,cas o.f 1'J0venue to meet those appropr1a i;5.ons. In 1 ts 
narrow. ·sense, as an a.coounting document o.f a given period, 
the budget is .a. statement of the estimated revenues for that 
per:tod, and. of tbe app~opri.ai(ions ·me.de from those revenues •·113 
F1,,om the above de.finitio11s it is clearly seen that the 
budget implies a great deal more th~11 the limitation of ex-
pendi t'1.tres •. It :lncltl.d.es the proposed sources of revenue to 
meet the proposed appx•opi"iations for expenditures, m1d as a 
ln1sis for these estimates the actual rovenues and expendi-
tures of previous periods. It is, therefore, a :rinancinl 
program, which, after approval and adoption, becomes a guide 
and means of controlling the financial activities or tho 
government. It is---a. source or i11formation to the public as 
to £1no.ncia.l matters, and finally se1"v0s as a basis for the 
accoimting system. 
2. R~ EnL'llett Ta.ylort ut,iunicipal Budget ~Ia.king. n 
Forews.rd by J. 0-- McKinsey, p. 6. 
3.: Lloyd Morey, 0 Introdnction to Governmental.Accounting~U 
p. 17. 
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From the above discussion it can roadil'Y be seen that 
if properly made up and _carried out, the budget becomes a 
very important part in the financial activities ·of the'city 
government.. IiI~. Buck says, ttThe budget system, 1Nhen proper-
ly u.nderstood and applied, ra::nifies through t~e whole struc-
ture of the city government. 04 .Acco:rdi11g to Mr. Eggleston, 
nMo expedient ro~ controlling the finances or a city has 
r: l1een .found more satisfacto~y than a. properly madG lJudg0t. no 
Very little has been written concerning tho municipal 
budget, and most of what has been v1ritten has consisted of 
how to make ·a budget.. A f e1:11 -V11-.1 ters have shown the methods 
of recording the budget information on the 1Jooks,. but have 
said. little. or nothing about how the budget was made up. It 
is, therefore,. the purpo.se of the \1riter, fit1st, to show 
forms ~1hich will aid in making up the budget, and second, to 
shmv tlie accounting procedure in car~ying out the budget 
idea to prope1., accounting records; that is, to tie up the 
budget ·to the o.ccounting system. In this study it was 
discovered that 1n some cases much time had been spent in 
preparing a budget, only to file it away to be of little use 
ns a means of control because of not being p1-aoperly tied up 
4. A. E. Buck, "Municipal Budgets and Budget tTaking, 0 p. 2. 
5. D. c. Eggleston, nMunicipal Accounting,u p. 54. 
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with the accounting systera. Jreeling that suffic:tent informs.-
tion can be f 01.md us to t;he budget mtiking procedure, the v1ri ter 
~till touch briefly .upon this, showing only some simple forms, 
hut will place· emphasis upon a simple, though complete method 
of' accounting for the information derived from these f'orms. 
The auditor .for the League of Kansas Municipalities hns 
found but .few of: the smaller cities of Kunsu.s even attempting 
a budget,. and these few not ve1 .. y successfully. This ho.s l""e-
S"til.ted in many cities going heavily in debt, due to extrnva-
ga.nt a1tpenditures and poor administration of the fina.vices in 
\. 
general. Those cities also had very poor a.ccot1nting systems, 
so it was difTicult to tell what had been done with their 
.funds, many· illegal transac·tions being the i,,esult. In con-
sultation with officials of cities of the first class where a 
budget is i.,equi1-ted by law in Kansas, some stated that they 
were handicapped by not having a complete system of a.ccotmting 
that was simple enough to carl''Y out the transactions of the 
government v1ithout incurring much expense and requirL'tlg more 
cl01'ical help. 
In selecting this subject nnd making the study of muni-
cipal budgets and aeco'1llting methods, the w:Piter hud constant-
ly in miml the aituat"ion as he found it in Kansas. He~ there-
fore, tried to solve such problems that wore sUgg0sted to him, 
5 
such as, making forms that could 1)e used in collecting and 
summnrizing budget inr-ormation, how· and by whom this informa-
tion was to be ha.11dled, a simple method of recording this in-
fonnation on the books, ~..nd a complete method or control of 
the budget accounts throughout •. 
Ylith these problems in mind the tuost important literature 
on the sub.)ect was reviewed, references to ~1hich will be made 
throughout the thesis. The writer, thon, visitecl all tho 
cities of the first class (over 15,000 population) in Kansas, 
interviewing the official, or officials, in charge of the 
budget and accounting systems, and made a .first hand study of 
these records and forms. The following cities vmre visited: 
Topeka, Saline.,, Wichita.., Hutchinson, Co.f:reyville, Parsons, 
Pittsl:nirg~ Ft. Scott, Atchison, Leavenworth, and Kansas City, 
Kansas. Utilizing the beat forms and records that could be 
found in these c1 ties, and the best methods gleaned from· 
reading the literature on the subject, he attempted to dre.vr 
up some forms and develop a simple system that v1ould fit the 
needs o.f the cities of Kansa·s. It was the purpose to make 
it complete enough for the large cities, and still make it 
simple enoug11 for the ·smaller cities, 1f ce1")tain parts were 
lef't out.. Since the requirements for' cities of Kansas are 
very little different from cities in other states the forms 
6 
and principles involved can be used in general by uny city. 
In the first chapter, the writer will show· the present 
status of the budget and principal accounting records ns 
found in the cities of' t;he first class in Kansas. Chapter 
II will present the proposed bttdget evolvecl .from t11.is study, 
show how .the proposed hudg:et is made up~ ai1d the method of 
tying up the bu~get to tho accounting systen by control 
entries. In the dof:inition of the budget as given by l~loyd 
t1orey, he ste.tes that as an aocounti.11g document it hno to do 
with •revenues t e.11d t appropriations. t6 A thorough discussion 
or these two divisions Y1ill th0r0£01.,e be mada. Proper forms 
and methods of accounting for revenues throughout will be 
shovm in cha.ptor III, a.s well as statements that \vill present 
the k:lnd of' information needed. A similar presentation or 
appropriations will be made 'in chapter IV, an.d the closine 
procedure . .for all accounts in nhapter v. Tho final chapter 
\7111 contain a. summary of the main principles pr·esented in 
tne above study together with .some important conclusions. 
6. Lloyd Morey, nintroduction to Governmental Accountil'lg, u 
p. 1'7. 
Chapter I 
PH1::SEUT sr.rliTUS OJ? THE BUDGigT AND BUDGET .l\.CCOUUTING IN FIRST CLASS CITIES OP KAMSAS 
Kansas St!ltu:tes Pertaining _to :t!1e Budeiet 
A budget is required, by la's, to be made up and close-
ly adhered to by all cities of the f'irst class in Kansas. 
Quoting the entire section in the Kansas Hevised Statutes, 
192-3, concerning the annual budget, rrTJ.1e boa:Pd of' commission-
crs shall have full authority ove1'3 the :rine.ncial affairs of 
such city, o.nd shall provide for the levying of tflxes, and 
the collection of all revenues and othe1~ assets, the auditing 
and settlement of all accounts,. and mo.ke a.11 o.pp1"opriati011s 
.for the pa:yTuent of liabilities aJ1d mt.penses. 11110 fiscal 
year of such city shall begin 011 January 1 or each yeru.". In 
the month of July of each year, or as soon thereafter as 
practicable, said board 0£ commissioners shall make a ca1"e-
ful estimate of' the probnble revenues for the next fiscal 
year and apportion the same to the several departments of the 
city government, including a reserve fund of not to exceed 
twenty-five thousand dollars, to be used only in case of 
extraordinary emergencies, such as o.et of God or other sudden 
t"l1saster, which could not have been fore.~een before the 
occurrence. Any une;qJc·mdad po1.,tion of this reserve fund 
7 
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created for any year shall constitute part o.f such reserve 
fund for the next ensuing year.. Such estimate 01" budget shall 
be so pi~epared in. detail as to the aggregate sum and items 
the1~eof as said boa1?d shall deem advisable. In 011der to en-
allle said board to properly prepare such estims.te or budget 1 
the heads of all departments shell, ut least thirty days·bo-
fo1";e such estimate or budget is hei"eby required to l1e made, 
send to the said boat"d estimates of the amounts needed for the 
conduct,. respectively, or each department of such city i'or the 
next ensuing fiscal ye~n~.. Such 1 terns shall be certified to by 
the parties making them,. and shall specify iu detinil the objects 
thereor a.ml the items required,for the respective depar•tments, 
including a statement o.f each 0£ the si1la1'""ies of the officors, 
employees, deputies and subordinates in each departme11t. It 
shall be the duty of the said board of commissioners, when 
assembled .for• the conside1"ation or said budget, to consider 
and investigate the estimates p1~epa.red by said officers, and 
·to hold daily sessions,.· if n0cessary t for the consideration, 
approval and adoptio~ o~ said budget. After said budget shall 
have been duly passed and adopted said board shall not have 
the pm'70r to increase the amounts .fix.ed therein beyond th0 
estimated revenues~ tmless the actual i~e"'tenues shall have ex-
ceeded such estimates; and,. in such event, said budget she.11 
not be increased beyond such actual revenues. The stuns as 
fixed in said budget shall be e.pp1 ... opriated after the begin-
ning of the next ensuing fiscal year for the purpose nruned. 
Said boa1 ... d o:r commissioners shall levy taxes annually nnd. 
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make provision .for suf':fieient revonue to meet all contem-
plated expenses included in such budget. In cuse the uctual 
revenue is less thnn the estimates in said.budget, there shall 
be a pro ratn abatement of all n.ppropriations contained there-
in. In case of a sm'*plus in any fiscal year by reason of an 
excess of actual revenues received over and above the estimt1-
ted revenues and e.xpendit.twe.s for such year," the surqlus shall 
be cred1 ted pro rat a to the seve1"al fu...Tlcls of said city from 
ir1hich said revenue is derived, nnd shall be added to the 
rffvenues available .for the next ens1.1ing .fiscal year. Any 
men1ber of said board of commissioners who shall knowinely 
vote fo1"l or L""'l any manner a.id or promote the pnssage or 
adopting or any ordinance·, legislation 01" other act of so.id 
board increasing the appropriations .for the expenses of said 
city beyond the estimates in said l)uc1get., unless the actual 
revenues shall have exceeded such estimates,. shall thereby 
1Je gnil ty of misfeasance in office, a'rld such action shall, 
ipso facto,. vacate his office,. and any appropriation over 
and almve said estimated revenues shall he null and void, 
and said commissioner shall be liable on his o.fficial bond 
for the money so misappropr1ated.n1 
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In the city manager type of government the city monngor 
is i?esponsible for preparing the annual budget, v1hich is sub-
mitted to the governing body .for their approval,, 2 af'tor which 
it is published in some newspaper.3 
'!lJ.1e cities of the second class, especially of' the com-
m:t.ssion form of govermnent, are required to mnke up an annual 
budget having about the same restrictions as cited .for that of 
the cities of the first class., It is prepared by the commission-
er of finance and revenue i.n July from 0stimateH ·sent in a 
short time previously by the heads o.f the depurtments.4 
In the third class cities with commi.ssion form or gov0~n-
ment, a •c_ommisnioner o.r finance·, rovenue, and vmterworks,' 
is .elected by the boa.rd o:r comnissioners f'rom their mm group, 
to have special charge of the preparation oi' an a.nnua.l budget, 
and management or f1nanc'3s of the city.5 In the mayor-counci1 
form of governme11t no budget is requi1"ed, and consequently 110 
apparent restrictions as to expenditures are ma.de, but limita-
tions are placed on t::ix levies by the state. 
1 .. Itansas Hevised Statutes 1923 - Section 13-2601. 2. Kansas Revised Stntu.tes· 1923 -Section 12-1Ql4e 3 .• Kansas Revised Statutes 1\)23 -· Section 12-1016. 
4. Kansas Bevised Statutes 1923 ... Section 14-1601. 
5. Ka11sns Revised Statutes 1923 - Section 15-1407. 
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Thus the state 1~ealizes the importance of the budget as 
a means of controlling the expenditures of the government of 
nll cities, o.nd ha.s enacted it into law,. 
Experience at Bude;et1ng 1.n Kansas 
Since budgets are required by law in the ltl'rger cities, 
they are made up in some form or other and used as a. basis 
for the aru1ual tax levy. But 1n so many cases they are not 
me.de up with enough care und, consequently,, the city is handi-
capped by running short of .fl.mds. Sometimes one department 
t1ill be allotted too much \"lhile another will be cut short, 
due to the fact that the estinmtes turned in by department 
heads are made too hurriedly and in too little detail for 
the of.fleer responsible .for the budget to get a11 accurate 
idea o.f the needs Crf the department. This, 1 t seems, is 
the greatest error in loosely made budgets in Kansas. Due 
to the fact ·that the needs of most of the cities require them 
to levy taxes ·to the limit allovted by law there is little dan-
ger of: their spending much more by not using a properly made 
budget, but one department with far greater needs may be handi-
capped by allowing a department T\'~1ith. lesser needs to spend 
more than its share of the funds. 
Very little could be found concerning tho method of mak-
ing up the budget in cities of Kansas. It seems that they fol-
12 
lov1 the require1nents of: the lav{ that estimates be made up by 
department heads, who make up these estimates from past estim-
ates or expenditures. However, ·:these estimates are loosely 
ins.de in some oases due to i~ck of adequate forms upon -which to 
make them, but mostly in commission rorm of govor11.ment to the 
fact that the res~pons1b111ty for making up the budget is di-
vided among the different commissioners. There is a tendency 
here for each commissioner to a:sk .for all ha can get so ns to 
nm.lre a better showing in his department. Of course the com-
missioner of finance has charge of preparing the budget,6 but 
since he meets together with the other commissioners as n. board 
to review the estimates and adopt the bn.dget, he cannot be held 
individually responsible for either the making or the execution 
of' it. Making one person responsible for the budget as_ in the 
city manager plan of government is the better way. Salina, 
·Atchison" and Wichita have.this form of government and the city 
manager makes up the bud.get. The advantage of di:rferent types 
of organization will be brought out in chapter II. 
Some Important Accountins Records ,and Reports 
In the following table will. be shown some important items 
of interest concerning the budget and budget accounts in the 
first class cities o.f KB-YJ.sas. 














Kansas City Yes 
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Table I. 
Ws.r1,ant Gombineu Inv f ty Pu1511sfaed Hecords 
Reg. Voucher & Record Reports kept l)y 
Wt. Reg. ( a_11nual) 
trrea.s. Yes Yes-booklet Auditor 
Treas. l1o Yes-booklet Clerl-t 
Treas .. No Yes-booklet Auditor 
Yes Uo Mo Clerk 
Treas. Yes Uo Ho Clerk 
Yes Yes Yos Auditor 
Yes Yes Mo Auditor 
Yes ?'IO Yes Clerk 
Yes Uo Yes-booklet Clerk 
Yes Yes rio Auditor 
~reas. Yes Yes-booklet Auditor 
By law, no claims against the e1ty can be allowed unless 
a voucher is made and svmrn to by the claimant. nAll claims 
against the city must be presented in writing with a ru.11 
account of the items,. and verified by oath of the claimant or 
his agent that the same is correct, reasonable, and junt, and 
no claim ordeme.nd sho..ll be audited or allowed unless presented 
and verified as provided in this sect:ton .. n7 Also by law· it is 
a part or the duty o'£ the auditor to keep a record of' all dis-
bursements, the cattse of each, and to keep a.11 account vrith each 
person who has ntoney transactions with the city; to keep a 
separate account of each and every appropriation made, the date 
and the purpose of• same, and separate accounts with ea.ch depart-
ment. a 
7. Kansas Revised Statutes 1923 ·~ Section 13-1414. 
8. Kt:msus Revised Statutes 1923 ..... Section 13-2108~ 
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Section lO•S04 R. s. provides th.nt nthe clGrl{ or every 
city sha.11 keep a. correct record of all Vlarra.nts drawn on tne 
treasury of such city, showing the number, date and amount 
thereof, on what .funds dra.vm and the name of the person or 
persons to whom the same are made pe.yable.u9 
Section 10-805 n. &• provides that the treasurer, before 
countersigning the warrants, must also keep a. similar record 
o.f each warrant issued in a l)ook for that purpose.10 
Therefore some record must be made showing for,ee.ch claim 
allowed, the date, the num.ber, the name of the payee, the 
nmount, the ob.)ect of' the expenditure, the fund and department 
out of w·hich allowed, and the data when paid. This is shown in 
some cities by two separate books, a voucher register and a 
warrant register. In the voucher register.is kept a detailed 
record of: the liability v11hen allowed, a.nd in the warrant regis-
ter a similar record when the warrant is issued and puid. Since 
the voucher register ie usually kept by the auditor or clerlt, 
and-the vrarrant register by the treasurE}r, these records serve 
as a check age.inst each other. In other cities the auditor or 
clerk keeps e.11 this -ir.formation combined into one book which, 
9. Kansas.Revised Statutes 1923 - Section 10-804. 
10 •. Kansas Revised. Statutes 1923 .... Section 10-805. 
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1..11 this theo:ts ~ has been styled a combination voucher and 
v1arr~'1t register·. :£11is can be used very effectively whore the 
voucher and warrant number are the same. Of' course even in 
this case the treasttrer must keep .a record of payments supported 
by cancelled-warrants to present to the boa.rd of commissioners. 
P~t Leavenwort...11 the vouchers are filed away tt."ltil a fe·u days 
before the commissioners mee·t to authorize their payment, at 
which time the auditor classi.f.ies them according to department 
or fund nnd o'bject on a sheet for that purpose. At the meeting 
they are autl'10r:lzed, warrants vn.--1 tten out immediately and the 
entry made on what may be called the. wai~rent register. 'l111is 
saves entering this :lnforme.tion t\1ice and can be used effective-
ly where tho number of vouchers is not J.arge. Those who pre-
sent claims soon learn v1he1l the commissic:mars meet and present 
their claims accordingly. 
At Kansas C:tty, Kansas, ~ coo1)inati.on order voucher fo1'111 
is kept in which a record is me.de of the transaction from the 
time an order ia made tmtil it is vouchered -or becomes a renl 
liability.. This is exceptionally good since all encumbre.."lces 
against a .t"u..'ld should be recorded just the same as the actual 
liability. It is expected to become one soon, so to show 
the true status of· the .ftmd as to how much remains to .be spent, 
the encumbrance should be a deduction from the account in the 
16 
appropriation ledger. vn1en the order is vouchered and thus 
becomes a real liability the encumbrance is cancelled and the 
liability put in its place, the actual balance of the account 
remaining the s'ame, providing the estimated amount of the or-
der v1as exactly the same a.s the voucher., Any difference in 
the two amou.nts should be re.fleeted in the balance of the ac-
count. At Kansas City,. although they keep a record or these 
tVlo together they do not ea.rry the encumbrances daily to the 
books as e. deduction :from the ledger balances. They use it 
simply- a.s a check against the account to see if' a balance still 
remains. The daily balances can be shown by using a bookkeep-
ing ma.chine with the .form which will be presented in chapter 
IV. lione of the other cities account for encumbrances in tho 
ledger. 
As a. part of the regular duties of the auditor prescrib-
ed by statute, «The auditor shall be the general accountant of 
so.id city, and shall keep 1n books regular accounts of all renl, 
personal and mixed property of said city.ull It is his busi-
ness to keep a complete inventory record. In most of the 
cities some record is kept by the heads of the departments or 
the tools, fixtures, equipment,, and other personal property, 
but only ~n Topeka, Parsons, Pittsburg, Leavenworth and Ka:.~sas 
City,. Kansas, has a:n attempt been made to keep a complete re-
11. Kansas Revised .Statutes 1923 - Section 13-2108. 
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eord of all the real.property as well as personal property 
o·wned by the city~ ·Some of these attempts to make an inven-
tory of the real property have been crude, since 0111y rough 
estinates v1ere made, but it- is. a sta1"t :tn that direction •. 
Accountants differ as to whether accounts should be kept vlith 
real property, or especially as to v1hether they should be 
shown on the balance sheet, and if so, whether at cost, or de-
preciated value.. More will 'be said about this in the discus-
sion of the balance sheet. 
A gen~ral requir•ement of all cities for certain pub-
,lisned repcrtA is made. nThe treasurer of each a.nd every city 
shall publisl1, or ea.use to be published, in some newspaper 
. published 111 such city$ or j.n sou1e newspaper published 1n the 
comity in which such oi ty is located and having general cir-
culation in such eit.y 1 bettveen the tenth and twentieth dnys 
of !!arch, June 1: September and December in each year, a full 
and detailad statement of the receipts, expendituros and lia-
bilities of such city for the qun1"ter ending on the fifteenth 
of said months respect1vely.n12 
Similar specific requirements .for published quarterly re-
ports for cities of the f'irst$13 second,.14 and third class 15 
have been made 111 earlier 1aws of Kansas. 
12. Ka.1-lsa.s Revised Statutes 1923 - Section 12-1608. 13. Kansas Hevised Statutes 1923 - Section 13-1809. 14. Kansas Revised Statutes 1923 - Sections 14-413 and 14-1505. 15. Kansas Revised Statutes 1923 - Section 15-41'7. 
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As- pa.rt of the cluties of the a.udi tor of cities of the 
first class, 0 At ·th1;;' close of the fiscal year it shall be the 
duty of the auditor to malte a complete ·and accurate state-
ment, showing in detail the financial receipts ot: the city 
from all sources a.nd the expenditures or the city for all 
purposes, together tvith a dettliled. statement of the debt of 
said city and the purposes for v1hioh it was incurred, and a.11 
the prope1.,ty of said city and the income derived therefrom, 
if any.nl6 
In compliance with the statutes all the cities publish 
some form of· quarterly report, either in brief. summary :rorm or 
a more detailed ststement. 
Since the annue.1 report of the auditor 1s not required to 
be published some city authorities do not oara to go to this 
expense, the report being made up and f.iled with the connn1ssion-
e1 .. s for ·their inspection a11d also for the inspection of any 
citizen who cares to do- so. However, ari..nunl reports are pub-
lished as is shm11n by the above table by Topeka, Salina, 
Wichita, Atchison, Kansas City, Parsons and Fort Scott. The 
two latter cities publish a summary report in the official 
newspaper while the other cities publish a booklet shoVling in 
detail all the fina.ncinl transactio11s or the city and property 
16. Kansas Revised Statutes l.923 - Section 13-2108. 
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ovmedt as wall a.a results o.f 'V1ork accomplished in each d0part-
ment. This is very commend.able for, even thou.gh n majority of 
the citizens as yet do not pay any o.tte11tion to it~ still they 
have the .feeling that when the acts of their public servants 
can easil-y be clleeked up their activities are above suspicion. 
It is also a splendid Yfay of interesting many citizens in the 
work of the city at"'lrl therefore. makes them more energetic in 
the support of public policies. 
Cl.ties of the first .class may hava an auditor to take over 
the "t7.0rk that was former1y performed by the clerk.. Six of tha 
cities of. the first class have done this, Yihile in the other 
five the clerk performs the combined duties of auditor ru."ld clerk. 
The auditor is almost necessary 1n the larger cities where the 
ordinary duties of the ~lerk are enormous. 
In'order to keep a satisfactory record o:r enctunbre.ncos on 
the books it is essential that the city have a central purchas-
ing agent,. so that orders can be properly recorded as made. In 
Kansas, "In all cities containing niore than fifty th.ousand in-
habi tan.ts,,· the mayor shall, by and with the consent of' the coun-
cil appoint an elector who. shall be known as the city purchasing 
S?c0r.~ .nl? 
17. Kansas Revised Statutes 1923 - Seot:.tori 13-1454. 
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. Kansas City is. the· only cit-y of the first class v1ith com-
mi~sion fo-rm o.f government that has a purchasing a.gent·. In the 
city manager c1tiea, Wichita" Sa.line. and Atchison, this funct'ion 
is performed by the city manager... Hot11ever,. if there is no pur-
chasing agent, a record could be made if a requisition were 
.first required to be ma:de out and sent to the auditor for audit 
and record. 
Th.e big advantage of a central purchasing agent is tba.t 
1..Uli.forin :rorms for requisitio11s, o?tders, invoic.es, and vouchers 
may be had, and rcspons.ibility for the qua11ty and price of 
goods ordered can be located. 
!tiethop.s or Accounting lfO\V in Us~ 
?fiost mimicipa11ties as ye~;.~ have very s:i.mple und c1 .. ude 
methods o:f accounting., Mr. Taylor divides the different 
methods of accounting .as used by cities into ·three classes. 
"l • .A silnple reco1~ of the amount or cash received and 
the a.mount ·of cash paid out., 
0 2. The use of journals and ledgers i.n addition to the 
cash book, in which a record of the real :accounts is kept by 
the use o.r the single entry" ·This method makes possible the 
preparation of a balance sheet. 
n3. The use of the double enti:y with a record of nominal, 
revenue, and expe11se accounts, which p1"0Vldes .for an internal 
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·Check tmd makes possible the preparation of' a statement of Pl"'O-
f1t s.nd loss • 1•18 
In nnm1cipal accounting" prof'it and loss accounts a.1.,0 sel-
·dom kept, except in accounts with an enterprise that is estab-
lished for p1')ofit or t·o pay i.ts oi.vn wa:y, e.s a ·munic1pnl v7nter 
wo1'lks 1 etc. But the use of the double entry is absolutely 
·essential if the accounting system is to be complete. Also 
the only proper method is to keep the accounts on an accrual 
baaia. Actual revenues are accrued and expe~ae liabilities 
incurred ·whether or not cas:t1 is r~cei ved o!" paid. To show 
the true financial poaiticm o..f the city, the .accrued and de-
.fe1,red items o.nd accounts reoei vnbles and payables must be 
represented. A1')gurnents for th:is v1ill be brought out in tha 
concluding chapter •. 
:rn accounting methods used, a great many of the smaller 
cities of Kansas fall into the first,class stated above, that 
is, the cash basis.. The :cities of the first class of Kansas 
use the second method mostly,. although the double entry is 
malring some progress.. Leavenworth has the most complete double 
entry system, ar.d Kansas City has an excellent method or con-
trol over the transactions v1hc,re such a large number are in-
volved. The Kansas City of£ic1als intend to keep their books 
:on th0 accrual basis as soon as they get. a bookkeeping machine, 
18. R. Emmett Taylor, nMunie1pal Budget Me.king, tt p. 41.-
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which is quite necessaey where·a great. number of' items occur. 
Hov1ever" the_ c'omplete double entry system could be applied in 
all the cities of Kansas vJith the possible exception o:r Kansas 
Cit'Y:;: ~Vichita, and Topeka, viithout the use of a booldteaping 
ma.chine 1Ni th ·very little extra effort. 
In no other city excepting Leavenworth were controlling 
entries made tnrough the journal nnd ledger :ror estimated reven-
ues as ·well as estimated appropriations, the two major divi-
sions. of the budget. It is quite necessary that these be 
carried Vlith accruals offsett:tng them if the double entry 
system is to be complete. If t;r~ere is any argument for tho 
double eni;ry syst·em :at sl.1~ the argument should carry th1"ough 
for havi11g it complete in all respects, eJld f)Specially as it 
.applies to the budget. 
Seve1"al dif'ferent forms of. ledt;ers, journals,. and co.sh 
book:s \•;ere fo'tmd, the most useful of v1hich vr:lll be incorporated 
in tho accoimt:tng forJ'.18 m later c'.P..apters. ?J1any good bond 
registers wore :found, those ~t Pittsbu.i:'g and Kansas City 11eing 
among the best. Since this. thesis will not include a dis-
cussion of bond registers,· only passi11g mention of them will 
bo made. 
The above is the sta.tus·:i.n which one would f'i11d the most 
important i toms pe1-.taining to the budget and the accounting for 
the same :i:r1 the cj.t:tes of the f:trst class of Kansn.s. W:l. th 
t;lH1 officlals responsible for these records, in most ce .. ses, 
well t1'la.:l11ed and open to suggestions, and the research thut 
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ls be~-ig made in this fie1d, one rno.y feol that a groat cha.nee 
will soon be made in the budget and budget accounting procedure 
in Kansas. 
Chapter II 
THE PROPOSh'1) BUDGfi"T AND BUDGET ACCOUNTS 
The main emphasis of this thesis is to be placed upon 
the budget forms a:nd budget accounts.. However, a better 
appreciation of these different forms may be had, if the 
methods. by \~11ch the proposed budget is ma.de up, are pre-
sented. In this brief presentation of the budgetary prooedure, 
mate~ials have been selected from t110 best authorities on 
municipal budget making• 
__ ,_The Bud.Get Making Orgeniza~ion 
A budget system to be· successful will depend upon a ~well 
chosen organization to insure that the budget will be carefully 
prepared, and most important o:r all1: that it will be closely 
adhered to at all times. This may depend upon a. numbe?-" of 
factors•· chief among which are: u An orderly arrangement of the 
f1nanci.a.l activities of' the elty. modern methods of accounting 
and reporting, proper supervision of personal services and the 
purchase of commodities. and simplified organization of tlie 
l whole government to fix administrative respons:i.bility.n It 
would seem,. therefore, that control of the financial activities 
or the city should be oentralized,. that adequate accounts be 
kept ·to form a basis for wise b~dget making :in t4lie future, that 
such reports be given as will convey adequate information con• 
1. A. E. Buck, "Municipal Budgets and Budget liaking,,n p. 1. 
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earning the working of the budget,. anl a form of governmental 
organization sueh that responsibility can he rued f o~· pur. 
ehasea as ~tell a.s prope1~ administration of all the activities 
of the government . should prevail.tt· 
Before 1900 •. most elty govexinments were· ve17 muoh dis-
organized \fith little or no fixed responsibility in the finan-
cial management.-. In 1901, the commission form of government 
vm.s first established in Galveston, Texas, and has ma.de a 
great deal ot headway ainC-Eh It wns established in Kansas in 
1907., ; Tba administrative functions of the government are 
grouped into . departments •. usually five, and a commissioner has 
supervision. o~ a.ll the worlt falling under each department. The 
financial functions a1~ grouped together under one department, 
therefore giving greateF coordination among of'ficials respon-
sible for the finances. But its great weakness is in making 
up and carrying out the budget program. The otller four com-
missioners, being independent of the eonm:tissioneI' or finance, 
who ls usually t)esponsible for making up the budget. v1ill not 
allow theil* departmental work to be curtailed or supervised in 
the expenditure of funds by a fellow connnissioner. As a result 
the1"e is no centraltzatinn so one person can 'be held responsible 
for ~lanning and supervising the financial activities of the 
city. 
This defeet has been remedied somewhat. by tre city 
manager form of government establ~shed in 1908 at Staunton. 
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va. It was first established in Kansas at Wichitn, April 171 
1917 .; In this plan the departmental work :ts carried on as 
before• bi1t the responsibility for the administration is 
centered in tlle city manager,;· who is appointed by, and 
responsible to.. the council or boa.rd of commissioners. The 
finance department ls made one or the most impo1"tant depart-
ments:1:, and 11as complete authority to enforce all f1sca.l 
regulations, co11ect data f'or budget making, and prepare the 
budget for the city manager to present to the legislative body. 
Several cities have retained the old mayor-council form 
of government. and llave given grea.teP authority to the mayor. 
He handles the finanees very similarly to the methods used in 
the city manager form,. ~he apparent weakness here being that 
the mayor is elected by,:, and responsible to, the people instead 
of the legislative body.. -This carries out the idea of the 
natio1'1til and state governments in separating the executive from 
the legislative functions,. There is no mayor-c~uncil form of 
city government among the first class cities of Kansas. 
The individual or individuals responsible for the budget 
planning depends upon the form of city government. .In the 
city manager and mayo1"J;-council .form~ the city manager and mayor, 
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respeettve1y. will do this work• The commission form is the 
I 
least satisfactory since the commissioners plan t.'le budget 
separately and adopt it jointly, and there is no adequate 
method of enforcing the budget program. This situation is 
remedied. in some oitles;t such as New York, by having a board 
of estimate,. consisting of the mayor#. certain administrative 
offieexas"' and a representative of the council,. which is the 
budget making authority. ·This bCJa.rd plans and adopts the 
budget ard the council can do nothing but accept it. In this 
v;ay a more scientific and carefully planned budget is the 
resu1t•:·. 
Budget plan.'rling presupposes a budget staff agency, that is• 
some agency to gather the data necessary' to be used as a basis 
for budget planning... The ageney. responsibl.e for this should be 
permanent, insuring r~gularity and uniformity, have fre.e access 
·to records of receipt~ and expenditures,. and have control of 
' .. ·. ! 
carrying out of the plans.. For these reasons the finance depart-
ment ia the most logica1 for carrying out this work, and in most 
cities the head or the depar~ent of finance _is ilirectly re-
sponsible for eolleoting the budget data •. In some cities~ 
however, a depr.ity in the finance department, is given this 
responsibility. 
pharacter ~f Bt:tde;et Information 
The-next thing is the character of information required in 
budget making.,. lir,1. Buck says• n.In budget making,, we should 
know four things: (ll the work the government. is underta.lting 
to do (activity),;- (2) the agency of the government that v1111 
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do t11is ·work (o:rganization unit); (3) the cost of the work 
(expressed in terms of purche.ses,_ operation costs and results); 
and (4) bow the cost is to be met (from rev:enues, borrowings, 
etc.)n2 
·, 
.If the work to be done is of a type that bas been carried 
on in the pa.st,, the information can be collected from the 
accounting records •. but if it is a new venture• this inform• 
ation must be collected .from other cities that have a like 
undertaking,. 
It is also necessary to know whether an organization 
unit already in existence ean carry on the work or whether 
a. new one must be created.. Creation of a nevi unit with extra 
of.rice help tv:f..11 necessarily ant.ail extra expense. 
It 1s also essential that estimates must be made of the 
costs. To do this an adequate cost system should be set up. 
A complete analysis should be made of services and commodities 
purchased, of operation costs of the di.ff'erent diyisions of 
government, and the actual results of the departmental services. 
This requires the listing of the number and cost of individuals 
2 •. A. E. Bu.oit.; "fi11unicipal Budgets and Budget Making,0 p. 11. 
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needed, the burden expense attached, a.nd the ar1 ... angement of' 
these items so that the unit cost and the cost of' operation 
can be found_.. Pe:tY capita. costs is being used to a great 
extent to compare the efficiency of one department or service 
with another,. The total cost is divided by the number of 
individuals .served and the per capita cost made lmown to the 
public so that the citizens can be satisfied as to the desir-
ability of eontimiing with the service. "The per capita cost 
is a sort or index or efficiency_, and o.ny material variation 
calls for inves:tigati.on.n5 To have a more accurate knowledge 
of what is to be done,, involves a careful measure or the 
results of governmental activities throur-)lout the year.. 'l'his 
is a 11e\'I/ .Phase in budget planning that is worthy of a great 
deal of study. 
After deciding upon the ·work to be done, the agency re-
sponsible for it, and the cost of the work;J it is quite important 
to· determine the methods of meeting the costs. These costs may 
.be met out of the current revenues. or by borrowing. If the 
city is iri good financial condition ani the extra expense is 
not large, it 'Nill use the .former method.. However, any program 
in which the service is spread over several years, usually 
involves the l.e.tter method. "The increase or revenues brings 
3. D •. C. Eggle·s·ton,, "Mlmicipal. Acoount:l.ng~ n p .• 137 .• 
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up the vexatious problems of t[1xation.. Borrowing involves 
sueh questions as the· nature or expenditures for which bonds 
w.s:y be issued,,. the kind of bonds., and the te1~ of such bonds. " 4 
Classificat5.on of B'J.dget Information 
Once the- character o.f the information has been deteP-
mined,. it is very important toot it be properly classified 
so that the greatest use can be made of it. Mr. Buck says, 
"The proper classifieation of budget information insures 
u11:l.formity 1n presentation; makes for B.ccuracy in planning; 
faeil1ts.:tes gathering, compiling, arii reviewing; enables com-
parisons to be made vdth pa.st yea.rs as well as between depart-
ments and institutions o:r similar character; a.ni makes the 
budget easier to understand when it is set up." 5 
In classifying the above information it is at once 
evident that there :must be an expenditure classification, an 
income clHssification ( each of which a.re on dtfferent sides 
of the budget} nnd a. fund classification, which shows the 
nature· of the funds of the eity government into which the· 
income goes nnd from which expenditures are made • 
. Many elabo1,,ate schemes for the classification of expendi-
tures have been devised, almost all of which have to do with 
the purchases and payments ma.de by the government.. The most 
4. A.. E. Bu.ck, n1,~11nioipal Bu:dgets and Budget ?Jaldng,n p. 1. 
5. A. E •. Buck, nBudget Making.," P•· 39.,. 
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common bases of· classifieation to be :found are according to 
functions, organization units~. objects$> character, and funds. 
In order to prepare estimates for the budget, any one of the 
above classifications could be used, but to get an intelligent 
c1assif1eation that is satisfactory t·or all purposes a combina-
tion of all the above bases must be ta.ken into consideration. 
This is rather dif:fieult to do since some of them overlap and. 
are sometimes confusing.. HOi'tever, if' the city government is 
prope~ly o·~ganized~ the classification can be made quite uni-
f:orm and complete. In this thesis the c.lassif'ication by Mr. 
Buck.will be used since it can be adapted readily to any sized 
city, and the forms used 1n chapter IV will be based upon it. 
EXPEl~DITURE CLASSIFICATION6 
1000-SERVICES•PERSOMAL 
*llOO•Salaries and wages regillar 
*l200•Salaries and wages temporary 
*1300-0ther compensations 
2000-SERVICES..-COltTRACTUAL 
2100-Communication and transportation 
· *2110-Postage 
*2120•Telephona and telegraph 
*2130-Freight and express 
.;}2140-Traveling expenses 
*2160-Hired horses end .vehicles 
2200-Subsistence, care and support 
*2210-Subsistence and support of persons 
*2220-Subsistence and care of animals 
*2230-Storage and ca.re of vehicles 
2300-Printing, binding and advertising 
*2310-Printing . 
*2320-Type\vriting and mimeographing 
·~2330-Binding 
6. A. E. Buck; 11Mun1cipal Budgets and Budget :Making,'' 
PP• 18-21. 
~ ' ., ' ' 
i~2340-Advert1sing 
~<2550•Engraving and stamping 
·!}2360-Li thographing 
*2370-Photographing and blue-printing 
*2380-Publication of notices 
2400-Heat~ light, power and wat;er 
*2410-Furnishing heat 
*2420-Furnisbing light. and power 
. .S}2430-Furni shing water 
2500•Repa1rs 
*2510-Repairs to equipme~t 
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. *2520-Repairs to .. buildings and other structures 
2600~Ja.n1torial,. cleaning and other serv:lces 
eooo~co11mmnITIES 
3100.;..Supplios 
· *·3110...;0f'f iee 
3120-Food 
*3121-Food :for persons 
*3122-Food for animals 
3130·-Fuel and lubricants 
*3131-Coal 
*3132~0ther fuels 
*5133·..;Lub1~1ca tion oils 
3140-Institutional 
~i-3141-Clothing and household 
*3142-Laundry and cleaning 
*3143-Refrigerating 
.;:·3144 ... Surg:tcal and medical 
· ·:i-3l45•General 
*3150-School and recreational 








*3310-Parts of equipment 
*3320-Parts of structures 
4000-0URRENT CHARGES 
4100-Rents 
*4110-0f buildings and of fices 
·*4120-0f .equipment 
4200•Insurance 
*4210-0n buildings and structures 
~:t4220-0n stores 




-~300-Ref'unds~ awards and indemnities 




~~5200-Pensions end· retirements 




-1'"6120-Furni ture and fixtures 







G200•Buildings and improvements 
.. ::-6210-Buildings and. fixed equipment 
*6220-Wa.lks and pavements 
*6230-Sewers end d1"a1ns 
*6240•Roads 
*6250-Bridges · 






This cla.ssi:f'1ca.tion will permit expansion ru:1d contrac-
tion to suit the accounting requirements of any city. For 
instance under the different headings of salaries, a separ-
ate account can be kept wit~. each employee, and will be easily 
located by the code number which can be expanded to suit the 
need. 'Many other acc,ounts may be left out entirely, but the 
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seven main.headings should be the same, and most of the 
first subheadings should be similar. The starred items may 
be used us account titles.. If ·the government is organized 
so that the different units and divisions will fall along 
functiona1·11nes and the above classification is used under 
ea.ell orga.niza.-cion unit~ the es!:1ential inf'orma.tion on the ex-
penditti.re side of the budget will be shown. r.11he classification 
011 tho basis of :functions a11.d orgru.1ization units will be made 
if organized in. this way, end the character classificntion 
will be brought out. The cha.ra.c-t;er classification shows 
whetho1.,· t11e expendi turos are current,. for fixed cha1.,ge s, for 
acquisition of property, or for capital outlay. The first four 
main divisions of the· above classif'ication,. namely, services-
pcrsonal, ser-vices-oontrac·t.ual,.. eom.'llodities, and cu1"rent 
charges a.1"\e. cu1~re:nt expenses; the last three, current obliga-
tions,. pr\;pertlea,. and debt payments, correspond respectively 
to f'ixe~i i:;t..e.rges. acquisition of propert-.r~ and debt redemption. 
Current eA.pent1es and fixed charges should 1:,~ met from cu1,rent 
re't/cnues ... · Debt payments ar·e usually mot from current revenues-
a.lthoug~1 chey arie s·ometimes refunded, while acquisition of 
property may be met from cur:r·ent rcvenue:f special assessment. 
01~ from borrowing.,. 
The characte1., classification is sometimes arranged into 
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less than the four groups referred to above. The three group 
class1fiea.tion ,often made is,, our1-ent expenses, fixed charges, 
e.nd capital outlay/1 In this the capital outlay will include 
acquisition of property and debt redemption of the four group 
clas.sification. 
Some cities8 group them all into expenses and capital out-
lay. FiXpense,, :in this case, comprising all items at· expenditure 
necessarily incurred ro1~ current administration, opera:tion and 
maintenance of the several departments; those for which the 
general fund is reimbursed; and those for materials and equip-
ment in the nature of renewals 01'l i,,eplacements, which do not 
add to the capital assets of the corporation. Capital outlay 
comprising expenditures or every character made from the general 
fund v1hich inc1lea.se the capital assets of the corporation. Day-
ton, Ohio in.eludes any item that decreases the capital liabili-
ties,, such as de1)t redemption.,, '11l1e1'iefo1.,e ~ capital outlay in-
eludes on~y expenditures for equipment" land, building, struct-
ures., etc., which ai~e more permanent in nature,. and since these 
items will be used in future years this burden or expense should 
be spread out over the years benefited. The current expenses 
\"fill include all items that are met by current revenue, those 
7. Fi'l>ancis Oakey1 "Prin. of Governmental Accounting and Re-
- po1~ting," p •. 338. 
8. Kalamazoo., rflichignn; Dayton, Ohio. 
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that ·e.r·e ordina1~ily known as eUlr.rent expenses, as well as fixed 
charges, and debt redemption. This method o:f classification is 
the stmplest and le~1st confu.sine; o:r all, and probably serves 
the pux•pose as well us a11y .• · The main purpose of the character 
classification for the budget is to serve as an index to the 
means of financing; and for accounting and reporting to reflect 
any changes in assets and show the actual ·opera ting expenses 
fo1 .. 'the period.. Since nee.rly e.ll expenditm-aes are met either by 
currant revenues or sale of bonds, the classification needs to 
include only t";hose t\Yo groups. The four group or three group 
class:i.f ica ti on may 1Je confusing since some author! ties include 
l)oth the acquisiticn of pro;:erty £{.nd !ledemption of debt in 
ca.pi tal outlay~· v1hlle others call 1"ledemptio11 of debt a fixed 
charge to be met by current revenue. 'flle most confusing perhaps 
are the items inalud~ed in fixed charges... Mr. Mo1~ey includes 
within fixed charges such items as 2-.edemption of debt~ interest 
on funded cleht, pensions,, etc.. ?ilr. Buck includes only interest, 
pensions and retirements, grants and subsidies. Others include 
besides these. such items as 1ient, insurance,. caxae of dependents, 
adver~tislng, etc. "By •Fix~d chargest is meant expenditu.res 
v1hich are not required to carry on current activities but in 
respect to which the administrative and appropriation authorities 
of the service have no choice or action, since they constitute 
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obligs. tions c1..,ea ted by a pz,.evious administration which must 
be met e2.ch year•. Bxa:mples of fixed charges in goverUt.11enta.l 
serv.ices are: 5.nterest on bonded indebtedness, ·pension, and 
grants and subsidies to subordinate governmental units. Ex-
penditures such as those :for rent, ta~rns, insur·a.nce, e·tc., 
should not be treated as fixed charges; e""ve~ thoug.'h they 
represent fixed obl:tgs.tions. since thoy constit-ute integral 
it.ems .of current expense and should a.ppm:i..r under that head. n 9 
It mtght be of 1.nterest in large c1.ties to separate fixed 
charges from the ordinary departmental expenses. RO'Never, to 
aectu~e accura. to control over expendi tu.res thr.ough the account-
ing procedln"e, it is best to have the simple classification 
w:tth the te1~s ce.1"'efully defined. 
The obJect cls.ssiflcation in the abo-:,.e illustration is 
found under the subheads of the main groups.. This classifica-
tion rofe!'~s to the article purchased, or the serv:tce ohto.ined~ 
as disting~ished 'from the results secured by eA--penditures. The 
fund classification will be brought out in connection with the 
classification of revenues. 
By using this classification a comparison can be made be-
tween departments and also between cities if generally adopted 
by them,. To get a uniform classification it would have to be 
9. Henry P. Seidemann, "Manual of Accounting and Reporting 
for the Operating Services of the llational Government. "P• 9 
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adopted by the state legislature,. New York, Massachusetts. 
Wisconsin,. Ohio, Indiana, and Iowa are some states that have 
adopted uniform accounting and reporting procedure for the 
various lnu.nic1pal1ties~ lO In Kansas nothing is said about a 
division except along functional and departmental lines. Funds 
and departments are mentioned which should be organized for 
certain purposes, but a great deal or freedom is allowed a.a to 
tp.e number~ Ip. the city manager form, R. s. 12-1015, 
nAd.ministrative departments shall be c1,eated by the com.~ission- · 
ers as the public business may demand. In so far as it is pos-
sible and necessary, these departments shall be the following: 
{l) department of law; (2) depa1')tment o:r service; {3) depart-
ment of' public welfare; (4) department of safety; (5) depart-
ment of finance.nll In the city manager cities of Kansas many 
more departments are round than this. In the connnission form 
or government certain departments are mentioned that must be 
established, but no limitation is ma.de on the number. However:t 
in regard to the collection and disbursements of revenues in 
cities over 75,000, R. s. 13-2701,. the governmental functions 
or such cities shall be separated into the following divisions 
and each of said divisions into the departments herein mention-
ed to wit: First. General Gover1unent: Consisting of the de-
10. It. F •. 11lac Donald, uMunieipal Accounting, n - Bennett 
Accountancy Institute, p. 31. 
11 .• Kansas Revised Statutes 1923 - Section 12-1015. 
partment of' city treasurer,, department of~ city auditor, depart-
ment of purchasing agent, department of license inspector, 
department of commissioner of elections o.nd election super-
visors,. legal department, and any other department which may 
have to do with general government or is not otherwise provided 
for. Other main divisions are,, Protectio11 of Life and Property; 
Health and Sanitation; Ilighways; Recreation; tfunieipal Indus-
- . 
tries; Trusts. Under each of these are found the departments 
that naturally pe:r .. tain to them.12 Kansas City is the only city 
in Kansas, that has grouped its units in this way. 
For budget proposes, income should be classified by 
sources and by funds.,. !rfr. Buck gives the following classif'i-












13-Services and· sales 
131-Fees 
1311•1314 {Kinds) 
132-Sales of se1'viees and conunodi ties (specify) 
12, Kansas Revised Statutes 1923 - Section 13-2701 
13·. A. E. Buck,. nMunieipal Budgets and Budget llfaking, 0 p. 26. 
l•REVENUES (e.ontinued} 








16-Grants and donations 
(specify) 
17-Pension assessments 
2-PROCEEDS FROM 8All~S OF BONDS 
3~I~RoCISEDS FROM SALES OF CAPrJ:AL i\SSETS 
4~SPECIAL ASSESSMEI\fTS .. 
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1'he last three are non-revenue items.. As in the expendi-
ture classification only the smaller subheads are to be used as 
account titles.. The grouping as above is for convenience in re-
po1,ting. The sepa1')ate accounts can eusily be grouped if they 
are numbered as shown. 
The fund classification takes into consideration both 
the.income and expenditures side of the budget. A fund is a 
sum or money set u side · to make· nn expen~i tul''e. Funds may be 
classified in several -v1ays, but from the standpoint of the 
budget the following classification VTill suffice: 
1. Gene1.,al Fund 
2.: Special expendable funds 
3~ Sinking funds 
4~ Working capital funds 
5. Endovm1ent f"unds 
There may be any number or the last four types or funds, but 
it is better to hav:e as few funds as possible.: The first tVIo 
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elas~ses knovm as revenue funds reflect the current operations 
of the government, and thei1) operations are controlled by the 
budget. In fact most of the accounts that are fiscal in 
cl1aracter are found in them,. and for this reason will be used 
for tb.e accounting illu.stratio.ns. 
The Budsetary Procedure 
After the proper budget making organization has been de-
veloped and the character of information, as well as the meth-
ods _or classifying it •. has been learned, the first step in 
the reg~lar budgetary procedure is ready to be taken. This 
consists of the preparation of budget estimates,, which u1-.e 
statements showing the actual revenues and expenditures of 
previous periods and the proposed revenues and appropriations 
for the budget period.. These estima.tes a1~e of two classes, 
general and departmental. 
Tl't..e general estimates include the estimai;es of revenues 
me.de up by the treasurer or auditor, and estimates of ex-
penditures that are of" a general nature. such as interest and 
the retirement of debt obligations~ These expenditure esti~ates 
are made up .by the auditor oi:- cle1,l! from the reco1~ds that he 
keeps. These can usually l)e estimated exactly since the records 
show.how mu.ch 111 interest and bonds are. to be paid the next 
year.-
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The departmental. estimates consist of the estimate of 
the needs of the departments for the ensuing year as prepared 
by the department heads. These are the most important estimates 
in the budget and have to be scrutinized niore carefull-y. Since 
there are so many departments asking i·or budget appropriations 
it is very important that they have complete and uniform sheets 
. upon which to make their estimates. The two main forms £or 
this purpose will be shown in chapter IV in the discussion or 
appropriations,, 
The next step consists in making up tbe budget swmna.111es. 
The auditor, or finanoial o:ffieer who is responsible for col-
lecting the budget data summarizes the departmental estimates 
and the gene1.,al estimates of e~penditures together with the 
estimate of revenues and arranges the entire budget in balanced 
form.. These sunnnarles, ivith adequate supporting schedules, 
will then be presented to the budget malting authority, usually 
the o11ie.f executivej :for review and revision. If the officer 
who collects the budget da_ta has had much experience at the 
work and is well acquainted with the wishes of the mayor or 
city manager, h.~'.:~an eliminate some .expenditures which he knows 
~: l 
will not meet with executive approval. However, in the main.; 
the budget estimates \vill remain unchanged. 
The chief executive, in conference with the department_ 
heads• will revise the budget estimates so that the most irn-
; 
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portant needs of the entire government can be made to fall 
within the range of' the estimated revenues without destroy-
ing the efficiency of any of the departments. The revenues, 
ex.elusive of property taxes •. a.11 or which are required to be 
turned in to the treastary, where a' record is kept by tho 
treasurer and auditor# seldom vary mor~e than 10% from year 
to year,, so a fairly close es-t:lmate can be made. The differ-
ence between the exper1diture needs and ·these revenues is 
made up by the property tax. However, the chief executive 
must be very careful to keep the expenditures down low enough 
so that the tax rate will not be changed to any appreciable 
extent over the previous yea.rs, and that it will l)e kept with-
in the limits established by lo.w. 
A tentative budget is now made up and published in the 
newspaper ar.d other opportunities g1'1en for public discussion. 
This tentative budget must be complete in all respects showing 
not only the desired expenditures, lmt the proposed sources of 
revenues to .finance them. In Kansas nothing is said about pub-
lic hearings on the budget excepting in the city manager f omn 
o:f government. "Opportunities for public hearings on the mak-
ing of the city budget shall be given during the two weeks pre-
viotta to the submission of the estimates to the commission~ 
The budget shall then be pttinted in the city papers and a 
14 further public hearing given by the commission •. " 
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In its final stages the tentative budget, with the re-
commend.:l ti on of the chief executive, goes to the council or 
bou1"ld of cornmissiol1.er•s for legisla:ti ve considera tio11. Here 
the estimates a1•e gone over very thoroughly and to insu!'e 
proper consideration of all items the method of presentation 
is vex'y impor·re..nt. 11.ttle budget is usually formally presented 
I 
in a message to the legislature. Charts and graphs nre very 
helpful as well as financial statements a11d reports·. n such o.s, 
a curi'ient balance sheet, and operation statement for the last 
preceding fiscal year,. a surplus account,. showing condition of 
the cuI•rent su1"'plus oIJ deficit, ·a statement of fund balances 
and transactions, a statement of appropriation bal&nces and 
transactions, a statement o.f stores, and a statement of fixed 
p-roperty. n 15 
An appropxtiat1on ordinance should be framed to incorpor-
ate the me.in provisions o.f the budget as to definite amounts 
applied to certain purposes during a fixed period. The budget 
document should be presented vdth the ordinance as a source of 
info1.,ma tion. The ordinance does not necessarily have to be 
long, but provided so as to fix responsibility for expenditures. 
The approp1.,iations a.re accordingly made to organization units, 
that is. to the departments. There are two types of budget 
14. Kansas Revised Statutes 1923 - Section 12-1016. 
15. A. E. Buck~ ":Municipal Budgets and Budget Making," p. 53. 
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a.pprop1"liatir.:ms kn.oi.~;n as i;he itemized appropr•intions and the 
lump sum a.ppropriRtions. In the itemized a.ppropria.t;ions the 
ordiP..n.nce designates each item or object of expense aso1.gn-
ed to each department, while 111 the lump sum appropr~ation 
only tb.e total amount assigned to each department is shown, 
but is based upon the itemized estimates. The lump sum 
app1~opriation is preferable since it makes the budget more 
flexible. The accounts a1~e kept with tbe itemized estimates 
and no expendit1u1->es beyond these will be rnade withoi;tt proper 
administrative authority, so adequate control can be had at 
all i;imes. 
Some authorities group the budget into three types, 
"1. The lump sum,- in which there is little limitation 
upon the administration of the fund. 
2. The highly segregated type, in which items o.re set 
forth in great detail. 
3. The segregated or flexible type, in which provisions 
are made for ·transfers unc.ler the supervision of t~1e mayor or 
manager, or between divisions. by action of' the city counci1.n 16 
There .. a1)e greater possibilities in the latter type. 
Accompanying the appropriation ordinance should be the 
revenue and borrowing ordinances to provide for the necessary 
means of financing. These "a.re simple in .form and in some cities 
16. R. Enmett Taylor, nMunicipal Bt1dget Making," P• 23. 
may carry over .from year to yee~r. IIowever, in Kansas pro- · 
visions must be made annually. "Said board of' commissioners 
shall le11y taxes annually and malrn provisions for suf.ficiont 




These app!')opriatlon and revenue ordinances when passed 
and adopted by the governing body become laws. It is n surmn~ry 
of thef~e acts thnt form the real budget and forms the bnais 
for the budget accounts to ·be kept. The budget as passed is 
again published showing any changes made from the tcn.tntive 
budget proposed by the executive officer. 
According to the law relating to the annual budget 
quoted ln the previous chapter, R.S. 13-2601, the boa1'>d of 
com:.11issloners must-begin preparing these estimates sometime 
in July or soon thereafter. In order for the connnissioners 
to begin their work on tL~e the law also requires the heads 
of departments to turn in their estimates to the board at 
least thirty days before such budget is required to be made. 
This would necessitate the 1)eginning of the actual budget 
preparation not much later than the first of June for the 
~iscal year which begins January first. 
"All taxes and special assessments must be levied and 
certified by the city clerk to the county clerk prior to the 
17.· Kansas H.evised Statutes 1923 - Section 13-2601. 
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25th day of August e~ch yea.r.ulB This statute sets the limit 
as ~to when the budget must 1)e completed in Kanso.s. 
ilfter the budget is enacted into law a. work program 
should be prepared by each department head showing the amounts 
within the budget that is needed to be allocated to said de-
partment for definite periods of the year, monthly or qua.rtor-
lY~. Changes in these allocations shou1d not be made without 
executive approval, In this way each department can be kept 
within the budgetary limits, .and unnecessary expenditures 
prevented. In order to insure prompt and careful action on 
. all parts of' the budget, and proper attention to expenditures 
a financ.ial calendar should be prepared by the chief executive 
of'ficer for constant reference. 
The remainder of the chapter will be given over to the 
budget f.orms and the budget entries required to properly ac-
count for the different budget items. 
Budget Forms 
Some authorities show in the general summary the total 
of all expenditures by maili items and the total of all means 
of fin~ncing them by sources without any grouping according 
to £unds. The grouping according to funds and departments 
are added as supporting schedules. 
Since certain revenues are required to be paid into cer-
18. Kansas Revised Statutes 1923 - Section 13-90?. 
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ta1n specific funds and i:t is the ma.in purpose or the budget 
to restrict and control the revenues within these funds, it 
would seem that a summary of estimated revenues and appropria-
tions by funds wou1d be the most important~ next in importance 
would b~ a supporting schedule of revenues showing them by 
funds and sources, and a schedule of appropriations groupinr; 
them by funds and departments~ This appropriation schedule 
should then be supported by a schedule grouping the appropria-
tions by departments and obj acts. The budget ma.de up in this , 
way \vould contain only those items that were most essential, 
and place the most important groupings from a budget stand-
point f'irst. 
In following ~he latter plan the forms illustrated by 
A:fr. 'Morey19 are very good i)eca.use they are simple and show 
only those groupings necessary to fulfill the purposes of the 
budget. These .forms vlill be presented here with a few addi-
tions to provide a little more detail. Since the revenue 
items are the only items that can be budg.eted, the forms and 
entries concerning them only will be discussed. The forms 
should shov1 the following info.rme.tion: 
19. Lloyd ?Jorey,. "Introduction to Governmental Accounting, n 
PP• 18, 19, 20. 
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(a) Revenue estimates 
(1) Analysis by funds (See Schedules A & B} 
.(2) Classification by source (See Schedule B) 
(b) 
(3) Comparison with former years (See Schedule A & B) 
Appropriations e.ndExpenditures 
(1) Classification by funds (See Schedules A & C) 
(2) Classification by depa1.,tments (See Schedule C) 
(3) Classification by object of expenditure 
(See Schedule 0--11 also c-1 .forms A & B of Chpt. IV) 
(4) Comparison with previous periods {See Schedules 
A·& c, and supporting schedule C-1) 
The analysis b~ funds ia necessary since revenues by lnw 
aecrtte to certain :t:'unds and all appropriations must be deaig• 
na.ted as to the funds from which they are to be paid •. 
After classifying revenues by .funds it is important f'rom 
a ·budgetary standpoint to classify them by sources. Sometimes 
they are classi.fied according to collectinc; agencies, but this 
is of no value from the budget and accounting standpoint. In 
Kansas,. especially, all the i.,evenues ore turned over to the 
treasurer immediately so there would be no need of such a 
class1.ficat1on.. t1All moneys belonging to such city and re-
ceived by any officer or agent thereof~ froin collections, .fines, 
or any other source whatsoever, shall 1:>e by him deposited uith 
the city treasurer daily.n20 
It is not only important to classify appropriations by 
.funds, but by departments as well. Most all appropriations 
are made to departments a.s the unit, in order to insure re-
sponsibility for expenditures. There should also be a com-
20. Kansas Revised Statutes 1923 - Section 13-210'7. 
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plete analysis of the proposed expenditures of each depart-
ment by objects or purposes in t~e· budget. It is not nee es sary, 
ho\vever, that appropriations be made this \Vay, but it is de-
sirable to account f'or them in this way in the accounting 
records. 
Comparisons with former years, at least the current and 
past year, is necessary in order to i'orm a helpful basis for 
estimates in the new budget. 
The forms for schedules A, B, c., a:q.d C-1, v1hich· follow 
show all the above information clearly and simply. Schedules 
C-lA and C-lB wh.ich support c-1, will .be shovm in chapter IV. 
An explanation of each of these schedules will follow immediate-
ly after ~he form.s. 
1 9 2 
Fund Actual 
Revenues 
1. General Fund -- ---2. Special Fund -- ---
Totals -- ---
Reference 
Fund and Source to LS.YI or 
Ordinance 
1. General 14\lnd 
a• ~:axes (all kinds) 
b. Rights & Privileges 
c. Services & Sales 
d. Etc. 
2. Special Fund 
a. Taxes 
h. Services & Sales 
c. Etc. 










penditures Hevcnucs tions 
-- ----- ... __ 
-- ---













' -- ..... -~ I -- ---i -- ---
I 
I 
-- ----· -- ----- ---
!.'Orm c. 
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1 0 n 7 Bo.lnnce f11 orn ,,, Unnppro-
previous year Ent1r:mtod r. pp 11 0 pr t n- prin tcd 
(if o.ny I\cvn nuo n tionn !>nln ncn 
75 000 7'?. GOO t') GOO .. 
50 000 49 000 1 orm 
~-
125 000 1~1 !300 ., .GOO •) 
Year cu1,1·cnt Ycnr ;·.cttr!ntc 
5 1 g 2 6 1 9 27 
Pund Fund Fu mt 
Totnls Ite~n rrotn ls !b"·~~ Tctuln 
-- --- 50 oon -- --- 10 0110 -- --- 15 000 -- --- -- --- -- --- 75 000 
-- --- 'tO 000 -- --- 10 coo -- --- -- --- -- --- ~o 000 
--- --- -- --- 125 000 
Fund and Department 
'I 
1. ,General Fund 
a. Executive Department 
b. Financial Department 
c. Public \itielfa.re Department 
d. Public Works Department 
e. Legal Department 
~ 
2. Special Fund 
a. City Engineer's Department 
b. Street Department 




a. Salaries and wages regular 
b. Sal'aries and wages temporary 
c. Other compensations 
2. Services-Contractual 
a • Com.'!!Unication.and transportation 




4. Current Charges 
5 .. Current Obligations {fixed charges) 
6. Properties {from current revenues} 
a. Equipment 
7. Debt Payments (from current rev .. ) 
Total, Schedule c 
Schedule C 
Appropriations 
- - -·-· ~~£1oo'.1;,t~ t'!t.:~·\f:l'.~~,·J-'!fT·..--~·~~ 
Previous Year Current Yonr Fntt~~nt'.nn 
1 9 2 5 
Fund 
Items Totals 
- ----- ----- -;---- ---- --- -- ---






l 9 2 
Items 
- ----- ----- ----- ---- ---
-- ----- ---
.frevious Year. current Yeo.r 
1 9 2 5 1 9 2 6 
Items Totals Items Totals 
- --- - ------ ---~ -- - --- -- - ---
--- ------ ----- --- -- ---
--- --- ---
--- ------
- --- - ---
) Form 4. 
6 l ~) !>. "/ 
Pnnd !·)\ 





:~() ono -- --- 7 flO() "1. 
lf> 000 -- --- ;~4 000 4; 
--- --- l~ 1 r;oo 
Hoque a ts ror Al tor111nc,, :· '1' .. 
1 9 2 7 'f\td;:'.rt-'"nk tnc: 
,'·. u t. :; or t t :r 1)~~7 
I tons Totnln It~~~ T~tnln 
3 700 3 700 --- ----- 3 ?00 ~ 700 
I 200 200 
500 400 -- 700 -- 60<1 
200 200 
500 500 
5 100 t; ·~ OC-0 
--
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The budget summary,, Sch0dule A shows the complete budget 
in 11alanced form ready to 1)e entered in the books at the l>e-
ginning of the fiscal year. Usually the estimated revenues 
and tl_t:>proprintions are made to be exactly the same 1 but it 
isntt alway.a possib~e to adjust the tax rate so it ¥1111 bring 
in exactly the right amount of revenues, end in such cuoe the 
revenues will e:1rceed the estimated appropriations slightly. 
Such is the case in ·this illustration. However, since both 
the_revenues and appropriations are estimates, they could bo 
made the same, no doubt, Without affecting the accuracy of 
the estimate$. Since the budget in Kansas has to be made up 
in July the revenues and appropriations for the current year 
may be either the exact revenues and expenditures to date for 
the first six months~ or 1t may be an estimate for the whole 
year based upon the. first six months experience. At Atchison, 
for instance, they estimate it us double the actual a.monnts 
for the .first six months. There vlill be as man:y special f'unds 
such as Parlt fund, Library fund, General Improvement .fund~ etc., 
e.s are needed by the ci t:v, but they would be accmmted for in 
the same ·way. 
The schedule for estimated revenues shows the revenues 
arranged e.ccording to funds and sources. The source class'-f"1-
cation is the same as suggested by ftir. Buck and as used in 
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·the .first par'fj of this chapter. Since all revenues~ nnd 
especially changes in revenue,. must have legislative o.uthori-
z:ation~ it is important to make note of ~hose in the budget. 
The schedule for appropriations shows the appropriations 
by funds and departments. From this the proper entries can 
be made controlling each.agency to which the appropriation is 
made. In a. larger city the appropriations ma.y profitably be 
made. ~o smaller departmental units than those mentioned. For 
instance,. the financial department may be broken up into the 
Gity Clerk's department, Treasu.rer•s department, the Auditor's 
department, and License department. The heads or each of these 
departments will then be held directly ~esponsible .for the 
proper expenditures of the funds appropriated to them. Very 
fev1 special funds have more than one department and appropria-
tions are made to them directly. This accounts f'or tho fact 
that an account may have the title of f'nnd in one city and 
department in the other. It makes no difference just so ea.ch 
appropriation is properly recorded and some in.dividual is made 
responsible for expenditures~ 
In the appropriation analysis schedule the expenditures 
classification of Mr. Buck is used~ These main ac.count titles 
may be analyzed into smaller account titles ii' desired for 
accounting purposes. Ordinarily this should lJe done so as to 
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lmow e,.t all times if the departments are keeping within their 
budget in all respects. However, these may be shmm by sup-
porting schedules. These entries will be kept in subsidiary 
expenditure analysis ledgers. This form is the form that is 
handed in by the head of.each department or the bureau or divi-
sion under each department. It is a su.mmary of the detailed 
estimates mo.de up by the depai'ltments on forms A and B of 
schedule C-1. Any increases over previous expenditures must 
b~ accounted for. VJhen the budget making authority hnn gone 
over the requests o.r the department and fi11ally decided upon 
a certain amount, it is ente:r'ed in the la.st coltunn. This is 
the same as the tot~l allotted to each department as is shown 
in the e.pproprintion scherlu.le. 
In order to give complete info1-ama.tio11 concerning all 
financial items, non-revenue es. v1ell ns revenue supporting 
achedu1es should be made regarding bond issues. To supp01-at 
the item, called debt pa:yments, in the expenditure classifi-
cation, a schedule should be made showing redemption or serial 
bonds arid if sinking f1Jnd bonds are also included, a support-
ing schedule for sinking fund installments. If a new issue 
of bonds is proposed for the -year two more schedules support-
ing borrowings in the income classification should be made. 
One showing proposed bonds and one showing redemption require-
ments and annual interest.charges ns affected by proposed 
bonds. This is information needed by the chief finance 
officer ,~1110 is responsible for making up the general budget 
estimates, but is not used to ·me.lre up the departmental es-
ti'mates so they will not be :l.llustrated here. Other sup-
porting schedules may be made shmuing a descript1.on or 
proposed expenditures for land l'.nd buildings. 
The Bud5et.Accountin.g Entries 
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Accounting entries will be made throughout this thesis 
for both tho general and the special funds from the begin-
ning until the accounts are closed at t:t1e end of' the year in 
order to illustrate the accounting procedure used by li!r. 
Ii!orey. Entries, accounting only for the general fund, illus-
trating the procedure used by most of the other accounting 
authorities and ta.ken from Egglestonts Municipal Accounting 
will be presented to show the difference betYleen the tt10 
methods •. Explanations _of other methods .for certain parts of' 
the e.}!counting procedure will be made at the proper places. 
OPEHnm BUDGET Elfi.1RIEs21 
(Simpli£ied method) 
Budget Accotmts f"or Revenues 
Thr01.igh General Journal:· 
( 1) In General Ledger (from Budget, Schedule A) : 
General Fund~ 
Dr. Estimated Revenue ?5 000 
Cr. Unappropriated surplus 75 000 
21. Lloyd Morey, urntroduction to Governmental Accotmt-
ing, tt pp. 21 nnd 22. 
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Special Fund 
Dr. I~stL"nated :nevenue 50 000 
Cr. Unappropriated surplus 50 000 
In subsidiary "Heti·enue Ledger, n :from budget Schedule B: 
Dr. Individual nccounts with revenue items 
(taxes, licenses, etc.) 
Budget Accounts for Appropria.tio.ns 
( 2) In General Ledger, (from Budget Schedule A) 
General Fund 
Dr. Unnppropriate(l surplus 
Cr. . A.ppropriations 
Special Fund 






In subsidiary 11 Appropr1e. tions Ledger, 11 ·c from Budget 
Schedule C) 
Ox... Individual appropriation accounts (F.xecutive 
department, Financial Department, etc.). 
The General Ledger, as well as the subsidiary ledgers, 
should be separated into se·ctions for the various funds, and 
all accounts of a. given fund should be grouped together. A 
special .form for the proper handling of the subsidiary ap-
propriation accounts Ydll be illustrated i11 chapter IV. 
Tlte unappropriated surplus account becomes in reality a 
clearing account, into which are credited all ostimated rev--
enues and to which are charged all appropriations from that 
revenue. If these two items in the budget are the same there 
will be no 1Jala.i.'"lce in this account d-uring the fiscal year. 
If unequal, a credit .balance would repr(ment the unapprop-
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riated balance of estimated revenues for the fiscal period 
and a debit balance would indicate that the appropriations 
have exceeded the estimated revenues and that a deficit exists. 
As other entries are mad9 to this account it v1ill be explained 
more fully. 
OPEHIHO BUDGET EI1T~~ES 
(Usual method) ~ 
Appropriations authorized 
Through General Journal: 
(1) In General Ledger (from Budget Schedule A): 
General Fund: 
Dr. Budget Requirements 75 000 er. .Appropriations, 1927 
Cr. Unapplied Surplus 
To record the rum.ual budget 
'72 500 
2 500 
!n subsidiary n1tppropriations Ledger, rr (.from 
Budget Schedule C) 
er. Individual appropriation accounts (Execu-
tive Department, etc.) 
Individual revenue· items could be posted to a revenue 
ledger as referred to in the other method if desired, although 
it is not a1··Nays done. 
T'.ae account title ·uBudget Requirementsn is the same thing 
as "Estimated Revenuesu in the .first method.. Many accountants 
pre:fer the latter title. Also ttnapplied st.ll"'plus may be lmown 
as a.vailable balance or unappropriated surplus. However, 
entries are not made to it a.s they are in the first method. 
It is not necesst:1r1ly a clearing account, but an account set 
22. D. c. Egglesto11,, 01~iun1cipal Accounting, n p. 195. 
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up to ,show the excess of accoun.ts receivable over temporary 
loansWc tl!any accountants use it to represent just the revenuo 
acco1mts receivable 'lU'lcollected. If used in this sense the 
above entry it~ not correct since it does not rep1"esent u 
,reduction of revenue accounts receivable. To avoid such e.n 
entry the fisca1 l)Udget 1 .. equirem0nts and approp1"ia.tions 
should be the same.: Hovmimr, the above entry will be carried 
th1.,oug)1 .111 order to have the same entries for compHrison be-
tween the two methods. It will be noted in the closing 
jou.rnal ent1"ies in Chapter V that the balance of this account 
had to be ad.ju~ted in order to be closed out. It is strictly 
o. flli"'ld account• The· di.ntinction l1etween func. and proprietary 
accounts will be brought out in the e;~p1a.~atio11 of journal 
entries in the next chapter. 
In this method~ as in the others, accoun-t;s with the 
different funds must be kept separate. 
Chapter III 
REVENUES lYND REVEUUlli ACCounrrs 
Aecoi.mting terminology is somotimes ve11y confusing to 
the lay mind, and, consequently these confusing terms must be 
defined before a clear discussion can be ma.de. It is very 
difficult for sane persons to distinguish between revenues 
and receipts of a given fiscal period, but from the following 
defin1t1·ons 1t v1ill be noted a very important distinction 
exists• 
liir. moray says, naovernmenta.1 revenues include moneys or 
other expendable wealth accruing during a given fiscal period, 
trhieh increases assets without increasing liabilities or re-
eerves.nl. According to Mr• Oakey~ 0 R.evenues· may be derined as 
comprehending. those receipts applicable to the current period 
which increase assets or decrease reserves without increasing 
liabilities or reserves; which do not represent the recovery 
of par'ticular expenditures, and the sources of which are lmmm 
1, 
or a.scertai~able. u2 Revenues decreasing reserves are the 
amount of the periodical amortization 0£ any premiums received 
on bonds sold. Examples 0£ revenues increasing assets, such as, 
taxes, licenses" etc•,: were given i~'l the revenue classifica. tion 
in the preceding.chapter • 
. 1.. Lloyd Morey, n Introduction to Governmental Accounting, n 
P• 26. 
2. Francis Oaltey, "Principles of Governmental Accounting 
and Reporting,n P• 292. 
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11Cash receipts of a government include nll stuns of money 
coming into possession Of the government during a StRtod period, 
from whatever source and for every purpose.u3 Receipts of a 
given period then include all the cash actually rect;;ived by 
tho govenJJ.ne11t from every source and every purpose • 
. ,4!1he rev-0nues of a given perlod.,· however, include all ro-
ceipts expendable for gover:runel,1tal purposes pertaining to t'.he 
....._ 
given,period that has accrued,. that is, whothor or not they are 
received or collected within that period. Taxes, licenses, or 
·wate1., rents of u cert~in period that are due and have bee11 . . 
levied or assessed as receivables a.re accrued items and are 
cred:1ted to revenues,. even though no cash has been rec<'.ived 
or collected during the period. Revenues llmst also be rcce ipta 
both realizable in cam~ and expendable for governmental pur-
poses. A gift of real estate c;~ other permanent property to 
be used permanently by the government, even thoue;h it wns for 
governmental purposes, would not be considered revenue since 
it can not be converted into ca.sh for er_penditure. A gift 0£ 
an endowment fm1d in which the pri11cipal is to be held per-
manently intact, would not bo revenue, slnce it can not be 
expended even though it is convertible into cash. Revenues 
-------------·--'-·----···-·---~------~----...-.------------·------------------3. Lloyd Morey., 11 Introd:u.ction to Governmental Accounting, 0 
P• 32. 
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must increase assets with.out increasing lia1)111 ties or reserves. 
Therefore~ receipts from loans, which increase liabilities to 
the sa.tne extent as they increase assets are not revenues. Ho-
venues must also relate to the current fiscal period. Recoipt;s 
of revenues of eome previous ·period, knm111 as surplus receipts, 
increase the expendable surplus, but are not cur1~ent revenues. 
Therefore, receipts include me.ny non-revenue items as well ns 
revenue items, and while revenues include some items tho.t have 
not yet becorae receipts (receivables, etc.) they must all 
eventually become receipts or be deducted from revenues. 
Revenues role.ting to a certain fiscal period En-'o the only 
items of income that can affect the budget accounts, but it is 
easily seen that no presentation of the subject of: revenues can 
be made without -.including a discussion of, and a.ccounting entries 
for, ca.sh receipts • 
. Classification of Revenues 
Revenues, for' budgetary purposes~ may lJe classified by 
.f\mds and by sources. Thay must be classified by funds since 
all authorization of resources by the legislative body are 
ma.de to appl-y to specific purposes. They must be classified 
by sources in order that adequate information concerning the 
distribution of the revenues may be revealed.. A classification 
of revenue by source was presented in the income classification 
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by brr~ Buck in the precedil1g chapter. Howeve1.,, since no ex-
planation was made of the.individual items~ the clnssirication 
of go,rernmr~ntal revenues by source under the major heads vrith 
proper ex~plane.tion of each head:tng,. as presented 1)y Hr. !forey 
wili be givenflc 
(1) 
CLASSIFICAfJ.'IOM OF GOVh"RMMEMTAL REVENUES BY SOURCES4 
TS.t"'tes~ which consist .of charges levied at regular intervals 
"e~g'a:1.nst pex1sons, property, ox~ business, which must be pa.id. 
They are as a rule levied to provide funds for the general 
expense of the gover-:nment, wit11out relation to any speed.fie 
service; occasionally, however, a tax is levied for the 
express purpose of" meeting the expense of a certain se1'vico, 
as £or instance, e. n gsrbage0 tax. 
' (2} Licenses, F"Tanehises ,_ and PI'i vileges. r.rhese charges are 
ma.Cle ror certa!n rig1its gra.n'€e'd by :Che gove1'tnment to the 
persons or concerns paying the charge. 'l'hey may relate 
to the right to carry on a certain business continuouoly 
for a certain period; the right to do a certuin act, such 
as erecting a build:lng; the right 'to use certain public 
property. , 
(3) Fees, representing specific charges made for definit~ ser-
vi'ces rendered by the government or institution. 
(4) Fines, penalties, and forfeits, representing charges assessed 
?or offenses, ·failure '£0 payaebts due the government within 
the.time allowed,, and damages. 
(5) Sales and Services, incln.ding all charges made for services 
or sales o:e a commer.:cial n~tu1~e. These include utilities, 
sale of' publications, manufactured articles, farm products, 
etc.; institution service; special service.: 
(6} Grants of su;eerior Governments, when used f'or current ex-
penditures;" wh.en sucli items" are for permanent endowment 
they are not revenue. 
4. Lloyd Morey, n Introduction to Governmental Accounting,." 
P• 27. 
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Pt) Lncomes of Fn.nds,: propert:tes.,, and Investr.tents.. These ln-
C!uue uinterest on oa.ntfn-al!Ulces, ren:Cs 'olrillCorne-producing 
prope1"ties, intere,st on investments, n1so premiiu11 on bonds 
sold or discount on bonds purchased. 
(8) Gifts :for current nurposes, including all girts to be used 
I·~or gover!4"nenl;a.1 purposes, which are not endovnnen tn. 
Control of Revenues 
·rr10 :lnsure that all revenues due the municipality nre 
properly :acc01.mted for# an adequate systarn of control accounts 
should be effected.. These control accounts will rolate to the 
budget estimates~ leVies, and collection of accounts. 
After·the budget estimate for revenues is set up in the 
books, as a control .account, offsetting entries will be made 
to the aceoimt regularly as these revenues accrue.. Per:todio 
reports should be mad.e shovting the condition of each class of 
revenue. 
In an accounting s.ystem kept on the accrual, instead of 
the cash, basis tpe next important step v1ill be the process 
of levying or assessing against citizens .for revenues that 
e.re due. This is done 1:>y the legislative body for revenues, 
the particular items 0£ Vlhich are knmm in advance. For example, 
in· the cities o:r some states all the taxes due. the city are 
assessed against the citizens and collected by the city. In 
Kanss.s 1 however, this is done by the county and the revenues 
turned over to the city by the county tree.surer in a lump sum. 
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It would therefore be of' little or no use to keep a.n accotUlt 
of taxes receivable 111 this state. But, 1n Kansas, as well o.s 
1n most other states, levies are made against persons re~eivine; 
. services or privileges, or 'for other reasons, such as licenses, 
fees, fines, sales, utility services, etc., for the sums due 
in each case. In most of the cities such a record is made of 
each levy and the amounts· due, either in a special book for that 
purpose·or on cards, a· separate card for each individual who 
1s in debt to the city. But seldom are control entriee, or in 
· fact any entries, made in the accounting records until these 
items have been collected~ Failure to properly a.ccotmt for 
these revenues when the levy is made 1 may result in som~ i terns 
being overlookecl, or nt least prevent the accounting officer 
from presenting a statement ·Of the correct condition of the 
revenues. It is essential that en.ch levy or assessment be 
made on multiple forms so that eech department or official 
concerned will have a copy. The chief accounting officer 
must return one copy in order to make entries in the general 
accounts. Then a copy must be placed in tlte hands of the col-
lecting officer who must account for every item. In this way 
a careful check can be ms.de and proper accountine enti)ies kept 
at all t.:hnes. 
The last step in accounting for revenues will be for the 
co11ect1on of receivables and all items of revenue thut hnve 
not been previously levied or assessed. This will be done ns 
the collecting officer makes his daily report to the account-
1ng officer concerning tlH3 collections in money or in uncol-
lectible items• 
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Many auditors keep a budget control o.f' only the appropria-
tion side of the budget~ e:nd al thoug..'ft they ~{eep account Of o.11 
the revenues. actually received, they have no way or actually 
knowing .from time to time whether the individual items of 
revenue a.re comine up to the estimates. It is very important 
that this be done since some items o.f revenue may be much less 
than wa·s . es·tiliie~ed .. necessitating ~ material reduction in ox-
pend1 tures to prevent a deficit. If control accounts nro not 
kept with estimated revenues throughout the yea~~ this informa-
tion may not be ~own u...'1.til too late. 
Accou.nting Entries fm? Revenues 
Ent1"ies shoYling how_ the accounts are ~et .up_ v11 th the bud-
get estimate of revenues, have already been made in Chapter :LI. 
Acc~unting entries showing the levying or assessment ot: 
revenues by the two methods indicated in the preceding chapter 
will now be shown. The method used by Mr. Morey will alv;ays 
be presented first, and the method used by nir. Eggleston, (the 
customary method in use} second. All entries for the first 
method will be numbered consecutively continuing from tho 
opening budget ent1~ies in chapter II-. Corresponding entries 
or the sec01"_a_ method will rccei ve the Sfu'TIO numbe1.,, so that 
comparison of the entries <Hm l)e easily made. 
Entries shovdng levying or assessment of 11 evenues5 
(3) In.General Ledger (f"rom General or Special Journal): 
Ge11eral Fund 
Dr,. Taxes neceivable 




Dr. Taxes Receivable 





In SLU)sidiary Tax ro1la$ register, or ledger: 
Dr. Individual accoUi.'"lts, total 93 700 
In subsidiary Revenue ledger: 
Cr. Taxes- General FU!ld 
· Tai"<es: Special Pund 
50 208 






The above entries showing taxes receivable are the ones 
used by the authorities f'rom whom the illustrations were taken. 
Although entries f'or tax levies may not be needed in cities in 
Kansas, the method will be the sruue for any kind o:r levy what-
soever. Separate accounts should be kept with each class o:r 
receivable; for ox.ample, taxes i .. eceivable, wate1'l 1,ents receiv-
able, etc. l1:ach account should be classif'lied so as to propo1"lly 
5. Lloyd Morey, nintroduction to Governmental Accounting,n 
pp. 28 and 29. 
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indicate its chro:e.cter and the period to which it is npplicable, 
as i'or example the ye·ar or month., 
The reserve. £or uncollectible· taxes is set up to provide 
for any trixes that will not be collected and the estimate is 
based on past record and conditions. Later, wheneve1") any ac-
counts nre actually determined to be tmcollect1ble they may 
be m .. itten off by debiting reserve for tu1collectible tn:c:es 
and crediting taxes receivable. If the runotmt set aside for 
the reserve hns been too large, the balance \·1ill be closed to 
the credit of esti..inated revenues since that nmount lack:ed 
that much of being credited with the amount of truces actually 
realized. If the amount set aside was not large enouc;h, the 
estimated reventle will have t-o be debited and reserve for un-
collectible taxes credited with enough to co1"'1~ect the accounts. 
Instead of ·crediting 'estimated revenues' account for all 
revenues acc1"1uing, a separate account for 'revenues' could be 
credited. This is done by some accountants so as to make up an 
operation statement. If it is done, the revenues account must 
be deducted f-rom the balance of the estimated revenues account 
in preparing the fu..'Yld balance sheE.~ t. 
Entries showing le~ring or asse3sment of 1.;evenues6 
(3) In General Ledger (from General or Special Journal): 
General Fund 
Dr. Taxes Rece:t 11able, 19~7 52 300 
Cr. Reserve £or Abatement of 
· •r.axes, 19217 
Revenue • General 
2 ·092 
50 208 
6. D. c. Eggleston, nMunicipal Accounting,n p. 198. 
. 
(Sa) Dr~ Unapplied Surplus 50 208 
Cr.. Budget Requirements 50 208 
Per register of tax rolls for 1927 
'l'he same subsidiary ledger entries should be made hero as 
in the metho'l used· by t1r. Mo1~ey. 
The account: Reserve for ltbatement of 'ra.xes, 192'7 moans tho 
sarne as Reserve for Unco11ectiblo Taxes in the first method. 
Mr• Eggleston makes a credit to Revenue instead of J~stima.ted 
Revenues, but as was explained above this can be done in the 
111ethod used by Mr.. Morey. ~i1hercfore, the first entry by the 
t'flO methods is· practically the same. IIovmver,, in the second 
method a collateral journal e11try must be ma.de to show the 
proper change in the fui1d accounts. '111e Unapplied Surplus 
ent1't:y ls required. in order to malce the hnlance of the Unappliod 
Sui.,plus account equal to the differ(:nce between the accounts 
recoi vabie and the temporary loans. The Un~.pplied Surpll.ts ac-
count is charged with the same o.mount as we.s credited to Revenue-
Genoral account. 
Where tho fund.and proprietary accounts are kept separate, 
two sets of entries must be made instead of one; wherever 1Joth 
fund and proprietary acco1.L.~ts are o.f.fecte~. In the opening 
budget entries only the. f'und accounts ·were affected; conse-
quently only one entry was required. . Since most all the remain-
ing entries affect both types of accounts, it can readily be 
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seen that the secon¢1. method will require almost twice as 
many ent.ries~ 
It must be realized that ·fu....'1').d accounts represent tho un-
realized fu..'11.d resources and the· comm:tttnients of these resources 
while the propri.eta1~y accounts ropresent the usual· assets and 
liabilities.. Fund accot.mts would include the following: 
Ava11able Ca-sh, Available 
Cash Surplus, or Unapplied 
{net cash) balance (repre• 
senting the excess .. or cash 
over vouchers payable or 
current liabilities •. ). · 
Budget Requirements~ or Esti-
mated Revenues not yet 
accrued .. 
Reserve for temporary loans 
Reserve for encumbrances (orders 
and contrncts outstanding} 
Unencumbered Appropriations 
Unappropriated Surpluo, Unap-
. plied Surplus, or Ava.llo.ble 
Balance (usu~lly the uncol-
lected receivables) 





Expenditures (to be closed 
to Surplus) 
Revenues (to be cloced to 
Surplus} 
Vouchers Payable 
Accounts Payable (not vouchered) 
Reserve for prepaid items 
Reserve for stores 
Temporary.loans 
surplus (representing the excess 
or current assets over current 
liabilities} 
Where more than one t1t1e is applied to the above accounts, 
it i's done to shov1 the dii'ferent tt1rms which are applied to the 
s.ame account by different authorities.. The account 'Reserve f'or 
te!npornry loa.:ns t in the fund accounts .• is not used by Mr. 
Eggleston,_ but instead the account is credited to Unapplied 
1"/1 
surplus, making that account e~ual to the difference between 
the accounts receivable and temporary loans providing the 
Budget Requirements and Appropriations at the beginning o.re 
the same .. 
Jrn a...'"1 argument for the unification of the two groups or 
accounts the statement by Mr. Morey in the Introduction to 
Governmental Accounting will be quoted: 
"The writer believes that the segregation of' these groups or accounts accomplishes no ree.1 purpose, but in fact results 
in a. .false showing of financial condition end in the unnecessary 
duplication of accounting entries. CJ.1he resources of a fund con-
sist of' its assets in hand a.nd the resources which are expected 
to produce tangible assets during the fiscal period. The obli-
gations of a :fund consist of the actltal liabilities, the obliga-
tions in the form of orders and cont1.,acts which must be met out 
of the fiscal resources or the fund, and the commitments of 
those resources in the .form. o.f appropriations. The excess of 
resources over obligations represents the sum available for 
further appropriation, or the "unappropriated ourplus.n No 
other .figure or surplus can be o:f significance for any purpose, 
and any figure not taking into account all of these items will 
be misleading and may lead to embarrassment.n7 
If Mr. Morey's method should be carried out, as shown in 
the first method of accounting presented, the accounts of 
•available cash,• 'reserve ror temporary 1oans,' and 'surplus• 
should be omitted; ·G.nd 'expenditures' and •revenues' ma.y be 
omitted by having expenditures charged to •appropriations.• and 
revenues credited to 'estimated revenues.,. Since the budget 
accounts, such as estimated revenues not ·yet accrued, and 
7. Lloyd Morey, nrntroduction to Governmental Accounting," 
P• '7 • 
appropriations not yet encumbered are fiscal, they must be 
closed be.ck into· unappropriated surplus at the end of the 
year., All the accounts after the books are closed will then 
become real or proprietaJ?y a·ccounts. 
In accounting for the ·collection of' revenues two types 
of accounts <U:e :found: (1) Those relating to the collection 
of revenues which have been previously set up as accounts 
receivable, and (2) those relating to the collection of 
revenues \Vhich have not been previously set up as accounts 
receivable. The .first type of accounts pertains to revenue 
.ac.com1ts only· indirectly-,. since the revenue accounts ware 
credited when the accounts receivable were set up. 
Accounting for the collection of revenues. First method.a 
Entries for collection of revenue previously set up as 
accounts receivable. 
(4) In General Ledger (:f':rom Cash Receipts Journal) 
General Fund 
Dr .• Ca.sh 
Cr. . Taxes Receivable 
Special Fund 
Dr. Cash 
Cr. ·Taxes Receivable 
In subsidiary tax records 





8. Lloyd Morey, ''Introduction to Governmental Accormting~ u 
PP•· 29 and 30. 
t'I r;• ' '-) 
Entries for collection o:r revenue not previously set up 
as accounts receivable. 
(5) In Genera.1 Ledger {f'rom Cash Receipts Journal) 
General Fund 
Dr. Cash 
Cr• Estimated Revenues 
Special. Fund 
Dr. Cnsh 
Cr. Estimated Revenues 
:rn su1,sidiary Revenue Ledger 
23 560 
10 400 
Cr. Licenses, General Fund 
Fees 1 General Fund 
Denartmen-
a.l earru.ngs, General Fund 







Accounting for the collection of revenues. Second 
method.9 
Entries for collection of revenue previously set up as 
accounts receivable. 




Cr. Taxes Receivable 
51 240 
Dr. Available Cash Surplus 51 240 
Cr. Una.pplied Surplus. 
Per register of collections 
51 240 
51 240 
These illustrative journal entries show collections in 
book accounts, whieh a.re applied to reduce the amount o:r ac-
counts receivable out.standing, and to increase the available 
en.sh surplus. 
9. D. C. Eggleston,, "?<1unicipal Accounting., 11 p. 199. 
Entries for collection of revenue not previously set up 
as accounts reoe·ivab1e.. · 
.(5) In General Ledger (from C.ash Receipts J'ournal) 
~ (5a) 
General Fund 
Dr. Cash 23 560 
Cr... Revenue - General -
Licenses 
Revenue •General -
Fees and Deot. Earn-. . . ~ . ings 
Dr. Available Cash Surplus 23 560 
Cr. Budget Requirements 




A subsidiary Revenue Ledger should \)e kept showing a 
separate .account for ea.eh item or source of revenue. Each 
item, such a.s Taxes, Rights and Privileges, Services and 
Sales, etc., according. to the.main headings or !v!r. Buck's 
class1f1cat1on;, or as detailed as desired, such as, taxes 
(each kind), 11censes'1· fees,. etc., should be kept showing a 
debit at the .first of the year for the estir.iated amount of 
revenue .for this item. aecording to the budget, and periodic, 
usually mont~ly, credits from the cash receipts journal for 
all revenues directly accrued, e.nd from the general journal 
for a.11 revenues tha-t have been assessed or levied. The 
be.lance of' each account will show· the amount of revenue still 
expected from that item for the year. In this \Vay a monthly 
statement of· revenues can be made showing how the accrual and 
collection of revenues are progressing. 
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· Separate subsidiary aecol.lllts receivable ledgers may be 
kept \lfith each type of accounts rieceiva.ble, such as, taxes 
receivable 1, water rents receivable, licenses recoive.ble, etc., 
and within these aepa.rate accounts ·with ench individual con-
cerned• A charge ·Or debit is made against each individual 
when the levy or assessment is made, nnd a. credit to this 
individual when pa:yment is received. The balance will show 
the amount due, and the total of all these balances in each 
accounts receivable 1edger· will equal the controlling accounts 
receivable account in the general ledger. Separate sections 
of the ledgers are kept fo:r the accounts of the diff'erent 
kinds. 
The Revenue Statement 
Since none of the cities ·of the first class in Kansas 
keep accounts through the ledger on the accrual basis no 
statements of the revenues were shmm, excepting for those 
that had been collected. The form for the statement of.' re-
venues as shown by Mr. Morey wi11 be presented as a good 
illustration. 
(1) (2} (3) (4) (5) (6) 
Bud~e~~ Assessed Res- Net Ac- Unac- Collect- Out-
Estimate erve cruea cruea ea Staiid-
. FUnd,, Gen•· 
era.1-· 
\ST Bal- - ins 
ance 
Taxes . 50 000 52 300 2 092 50 208 c 208 51 240 l 060 
9 500 500 l 500 Licenses 10 000 l 500 
Fees 10 000 l 200 9 560 440 l 200 
Dept. 
Earn-
·1ngs 5 000 --- 4 500 500 
Total ?5 000 55 000 2 092 ?3 '768 1 232 53 940 l 060 
Fund, 
s;eecial 
Tiixes •·40 000 41 400 l 656 39 744 256 38 760 2 640 
Fees 10 000 . l 300 10 400 c 400 1 300 
Total 50 ooo 42 '700 1 -656 50. 144 c 144 40 oso 2 640 
Grand 
Total 125 ooo 97 700 3 '148 .123 912 1 oaa 94 ·ooo 3 '700 
'H3 
(a) At the end of the fiscal period this column Vlould 
contain mnounts of actual losses in accounts assessed, if 
any, as well as the unused reserve or reserve expected to be 
used next yee.r. 
Statement 1. 
In this statement column (1) represents the debit side of 
the estimated revenues account., (4) the credit side of the 
same account, and (5) the debit balance of this account or the 
ba1ance of estimated revenues not yet accrued. If the amount 
10. Lloyd l1forey, ttintroduction to Governmental Accounting, n 
p. 31. 
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accrued is greater than the budget estimate, then there will 
be a credit balance designated by the letter E.• Therefore, 
_fl} minus (4l equal·s (5). 
Columns (2). (6} and (7) represent the accounts receiv-
able accounts.. Colunin ( 2), the debit side, ( 6), the crcd1 t 
side .and (7) the debit balance or amount of receivables out-
standing. Column (6) does not represent a.11 collections, but 
only the collections 0£ receivables. Therefore, (2) minus (6) 
equals (7). Column (4), net accrued, represents all accrue.ls 
v1hether or not assessed. Therefore column ( 4) represents the 
difference between columns (2) and (3) only in those items 
-where all accruals are assessments. 
In the budget problem thus far carried out no entries 
were made for assessments 0£ licenses and fees. It is quite 
likely that assessments :f'or licenses, such as those on busi-
ness houses and f'or fees .for services already performad but 
not collected, ·will be made. Rov-rever, it is also very likely 
that a great meny licenses and fees will not be known in ad-
vance of' collections,, so these revenues will accrue without 
assessment. If such assessments or levies had been made the 
entries \:!1ould have been the same as for taxes receivable. In 
the above statement, howeverJ' it is ta.ken for granted that 
some assessments .for licenses and fees have been made to show 
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how they would be represented. 
Where there are se'trera.l special funds, a.a· in cities or 
Kansas, .a separate statement could be made out for each fund, 
and a summ.ary of· all fund totals with a grand total or all · 
items,·· if desired. 
The revenue statement should be a very important stnte-
n1ent for the chief executive officer und other officials re-
sponsible for the collection of revenues. This statement 
should be made out at least once a month after postings from 
the subsidia11y accounts receivable and revenue ledgers and 
aasl1 receipts journal are made. 
Aecountlns Entries for Mon•revenue Receipts 
From the detinit:ion of cash receipts at the first of this 
chapter, it v1as se·en that it included both revenue and non-
revenue receipts. A discussion o:r revenue receipts and ac-
counting entries for them has already been ma.deir A similar 
presentation of· non•revenue rec:eipts ·of expendable revenue 
funds will now be cm"'ried out. 
llon-revenue receipts of· expendable revenue funds include 
temporary and long term loans, sale of stores, re£unds of p~y­
ments made in error, etc.,, and surplus receipts... non-revenue 
receipts of other funds are receipts from assessments s.nd re-
imbursements, endowment gifts and income o.f trust funds. Only 
?9 
the··non~revenue receipts .of expendable revenue funds mentioned 
above ·will be considered, 
Tempo:ra.1.,y loans are those to be repaid out or the revenues 
of the current £isca.1 per.iod, ~d may be in the form or notes, 
revenue bonds:t or anticipation warrants. 
Entries for receipts .from loans. First method. 11 
~. (G} In General Ledger (from Cash Receipts Journal) 
General Fund 
Dr. Cash 




Separate accounts should be kept with notes, revenue 
bonds, anticipation ii~arrants, etc. 
In subsidiary register:. 
Detailed record of each obligation entered into. 
Entries for receipts from loans. Second method.12 
(6) In Genernl Ledger. (.from Cash Receipts Journal) 
General Fund 
Dr. Cash 5 000 
Cr. Loans Payable 5 000 
(Ga) . Dr. Available Gash Surplus 5 000 , 
Cr. Unapplied Surplus 5 000 
Per register of' notes, bonds, or warrants 
Some accountants instead o:r crediting unapplied surplus 
make a credit to reserve .for temporary loans, thereby making 
11. LloydMorey, nintroduction to Governmental Accounting,n 
p. 34. 
12. D. c .• Eggleston, 11A1unicipal Accounting, n p. 200. 
the balance or the unapplied sl.lrplus account equal to the 
uncollected a.ceounts receivable-. A fmv also do not make 
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the collateral.entry for the reason that this transaction 
does not increase surp1us . .- The results will be the same in 
the· long run, since a reverse entry will have to be made v;hen 
the loan is pa.id, and s1nee it is temporary it must be paid 
during the fiscal year. 
\Vb.en lo~g term loans are negotiated to provide revenues, 
it is a.n evidence . that the revenues of the fiscal period are 
in·suf:ficient and that a deficit exists. This deficit must be 
.funded so that it will. be met out of the revenues .for more 
than one period. Two journal entries wil1 be required, the 
first one the same as for temporary loans, and another vrith 
a. debit to 'Funded Def'ie1t'· and a. credit to Unappropriated 
Surplus., The last entry exhibits the deficit in relation to 
the cm:rent resources .and obligations of the flllld. 
Jlqoney·i's often borrowed from one fund to meet the demands 
ot s.Ilother £or· cash. Entries should be made a.s follows. First 
method.13 
(7) 'In General Ledger (from General Journa1): 
General Flli"'ld (lending}: 
Dr. Due from Special Fund 3 000 
er. Cash 3 000 
13. Lloyd.Morey, "Introduction to ·Governmental Accounting~ 11 
P• 34. 
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Special Fund (borrowing): 
Dr. Ca.sh 3 000 
Cr. Due to Gener.al Fund 3 000 
Th.a remaining entries for cash :rece:tpts by the second 
method \V111 be made in accordance ~lfi th the principles used 
for the .other entries, although no illustration of them can 
be cited from Mr. Eggleston•s Municipal.Accounting. 
· Second Method 
(7) In·General Ledger (from General Journal): 
General Fund 
Dr. Due from Snecial Fund 
Cr. . Os.sh .. 
3 000 
3 000 
Since no revenue accounts receivable have been created 
in this transaction, and the total cash.belonging to the 
city has not been changed, no collateral entry should be 
made here. 
A sale of stores or a. f\tnd simply involves a change in 
the form or the asset, whereby the inventory account is re-
duced and receivables -or .cash increased. An entry for this 
would simply be a debit to fund cash or accounts receivable 
and a credit to stores. 
Vlhen an expend! tur·e from an appropriation has been made 
in error and the amount is returned,. the fund and account 
originally affected by the transaction should be credited. 
First methodl4 




1 •. 80 
l:n subsidiary Appropriation Ledger: 
Cr. Individual Appropriation Account 
i.ao 
Executive Department 1.80 
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·when a report ls made of expenditures under this appro-
priation". refunds should be deducted from the expenditures. 
Second method. 










Surp1us receipts are receipts of all accounts or from 
sales of old property pertaining to a previous fiscal period, 
and since · thoy ax•e not revenues, must be set up w·i th a separ-
ate general ledger aocou...vit. This account is credited with 
such receipts from the Cs.sh Receipts Journal, and closed at 
the end of tho fiscal ·period into Unappropr5.ated Surplus. 
14. Lloyd Morey, nintroduction to Governmental Accounting," 
P• 35. 
F!.rst methoo15 
(9) Zsi General Laclge~ trroni Cash ·aeee1pta JotU~lh 
Gene:t'a1 .Fu:ad 
Dr. Clt\$h· 




In subsidiary ledge1, ci.,,edi.ts might; 'be ma.de to the indivi-
dual accolh~l;s if: the~ are still or)etJ.~ 
(9) ·x.,.~ General i;.J9dger (fr.OJ.a Cash Receipts JO'lll'nnl ):: 
General Fund 
Dr• Cash 
Cr. Surplus: Reee:ipts 
500 
500 
Since- '.these ?"eeelpttli do not pertnin to the f1scnl period 
no colla:teral entry E-hould ba made. 
A;ec~~!nil . ~ecord,s,. ;c:.r.~ 15~oe'-p·t! 
S1nee all cash r:eeeipts must ~ tu1'lned over to the trons-
ttr7 daily~ snd no pazyment 0£ e;..penditurea except by warrnnt 
sgatnat the trensury1 it 1s very ltnportant thnt all officials 
v1ho make collect1ons be held st:rietl~ nccou11ta.ble. In order to 
do t111a the fol.lo?1111g rocortls ot roeeipts shou.ld bo kept 1 
la) l~tip1e Account; Forms so that al1 collecting offic1a.1s 
and tlie .nccounting department will get the proper inf oma.tion. 
fo-r reeeivnbles. 
('b) ?a"Ult1ple Rooe1pt Forms. to go r;ith the multiple aoeou..."lt 
15. Lloyd ?.t!orey, 0 Zntroquetion t> G·OVernmental Accounting~ n ..... ,.. P• 35. 
.forms and upon which to aclmowledge pa:yments upon a given 
account-.• 
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(e) cash Receipts Voucher or Reca.pitulntion, which is a 
daily or periodic summary of all receipts from accounts shown 
on the above forms·,; and serves as a basis :for the accounting 
entry. 
(d) Cash Reeeipta Journal,, ;.l. columnar journal in which 
the receipts a.re analyzed as to debits by funds and credits 
by sources.. Postings a.re usually 1nade monthly from this 
journal to the. debit of the respective f'und cash accounts 
and to· the credits of the different sources,. as accounts re-
ce.ivable, estimated revenues, loans, surp1us receipts, etc.· 
A separate cash receipts journal may be used for each source 
of revenues collected, as f'or taxes, licenses, .fees, etc. 
Statement ·0£ Rece1E'f;.S 
Sinc.e" in most of the cities of Kansns, the accounts 
ha.ve been kept on a cash basi.s 1 the cas4 receipts and expendi-
tures statements have been the most important statements px'e-
sented. Even on the accrual basis of accounting, although 
not so important as some other statements, it is quite impor-
tant to lmow how much cash is being received into the different 
funda.. None of the statements of ca.sh receipts round in the 
cities 0£ the first class in Kansas made any distinction be-
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t~veen revenue and non-revenue receipts,. so the statement by 
Mr~ ~~orey will be presented 'l;o bring this out• 
STATEt!ENT OF RECEIPTs16 
:.::. :1!: ::: ;:: 
: General. .. • Special. . •· . . . ·• ............... ·~· ............... • sour ea . • Fund • .. Fund iFtmd:Fund:Fund: Total . . . . I. Revenue • : .. 
Rocoipta ; • : - ~ . 
1 .. Taxes : 51 24000 = SB-'760 00: 
2~ Licenses 9 500 00 : : 
3. Fees : 9 560 oo :. 10 400 60 : 
4~ Dept. ·: : : 
earn- : : : 
1ngs : 4 500 00 : : 
TOTALS :(74 800 00):(49 160 00): 
• ... 
II-. Non Re,-: 
venue Re•: 
oeipts : 
l. Loans : 









5 000 00 : .. . 
200 00 ! 
·• • 
300 00 :. 
l 80 : 
(5 501 80): 
.. . 
• • . . 




• • • . •· ,.. 
Grand Totals 80 301 80 : 49 160 00 : 
: 
III .•. Trans-: 
f ers :: 
: .. . 
1. I,oans : •S 000 00 t 3 000 00 






: . . . • 
• . 
• . 





• . . . 
: 
• • 
: . . . . 
• .. 
• . . 
: 









• . . . . . 
: 
: . . . . . . 
: . . 
" •
! 
: 90 000 00 
: 9 500 00 
: 19 960 00 
• . 
• • 
: 4 500 00 
: (23 960 00) 
• . . . . . 
• . 
. • 5 000 00 

















• • . • 
. .. . 
:129 461 80 
Tra'1.sf ers or loans .from one .fund to another should be kept 
separate from the l1egular receipts and disbursements since they 
.16. Lloyd Morey, ttrntroduction to Governmental Accounting, u 
P• 37. 
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do not represent receipts from outside sources, nor dis-
bu.rsen1ents made by warrant in the regular way.. They should 
not be inserted with the other items so ns to inflate re-
ceipts -or d:tsbursements •. 
\llhere there are several fund.s a separate statement can 
be made .for- each ftmd. A more det;;:.iled list of receipts may 
be, put in the statement, showing the different kinds of 
licen:;Jes, fees, pe1"mits, etc. sometimes twenty-fl ve or thir-
ty items are listed .. 
lfansas · City, Kansas has a good system or cont~ol over the 
cash receipts showing at all ·times the receipts by sources and 
funds, and the daily ea.sh balance with the treasurer i'or all 
funds. It also has separate columns· for trans:rers. Since the 
f.orm used is simple and gives an accurate control in a city 
where rei:;eipts are numerous, it will be reproduced Qn the next 
pe.ge. As a record of receipts here is kept by the month, the 
statement 0£ receipts in-Kansas Cfty for each fund 1s made in 
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Chapter IV 
APPROPRIATIONS AUD APPROPRIATION ACCOUllTS 
After provisions have been made by ordinance to secure 
the revenues needed to meet the estimated expenditures of a 
certain fund, the next step in the legal procedure is to se-
cure an appropriation in order that such expenditures. can l)(;) 
made. According to the Kansas Statutes R.S. 13-1404, nAll 
expenditures of moneys for any purpose shall be in pursuance 
of a .specific appropriation made by ordinance, and in no other 
·~anner whe.tever.01 These revenue and appropriation ordinances 
are usually made when the budget is adopted to take effect at 
the beginning o.t the next fiscal year. However, the appropria-
tion ordinance £or the budget may.be in a lump sum, and more 
specific appropriations be ma.de later to provide :for the 
specific needs within the budget. 
It can readily be seen that the appropriation is the 
first step neoe,ssary before any liability can possibly be in-
curred or an expenditure made. Thererore, 1~ the accounting 
system, 1~ is essential that accounts be kept with appropria-
tions in orde1" to limit and control the expenditure of an 
expendable revenue fund. Since expenditures are made daily, 
a. record of the exact condition o:r each appropriation should 
1. Kansas Revised Statutes 1923 - Section 13-1404. 
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be kept daily. · In order t·o do this satisfactorily in a large 
city, a special appropriations ledger must be provided. This 
ledger .form will be presented and explained later in this 
chapter-. 
"An appropriation may 1:1e d.ef'ined as an assignment from 
the estimated revenues o.f a government fund to meet specific 
expenditures."2 
All appropriations .from a fund must be in accordance with 
the specific purpose of the fund and not in excess of the actual 
revenues received for the year.3 Therefore, accounts for appro-
priations must be made according to funds. 
Classification.of Appropriations 
Since all appropriations must be .in accord with some 
specific purpose, cnru1ot exceed a certain runount~ and must 
relate to a fiscal period if pertain1l1g to a budget i tern, an 
act of appropriation not only authorizes expenditures but fixes 
limitations ·governing such expenditures. Appropriations may be 
classified according to these restrictions as f'ollows: 
"(l) Restrictions a.s to amount and period of availability. 
(2} Restriction as to manner of spending._n4 
2. Lloyd lllorey, nintroduction to Govern.'llental Accounting, n 
p. 39. 
3. Kansas Revised Statutes 1923 - Section 13-2601. 
4. Francis Oakey, nGovernment Accounting and Reporting," 
P• 162. 
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As to amount appropriations may be definite or indefinite. 
Appropriations are definite when a specific. amount is stated, 
such as are, generally found in budget appropriations. Approp-
riations are indefinite when no specific am.O'\.u1t is stated, but 
the authorization may be granted to spend such an amount as may 
be necessary to accomplish a certain specified object or to 
carry on a,eertain specified activity; as capital appropria-
tions .for additions to .fixed assets or permanent property; or 
it may be rt..ll authorization to spend an estimated sum, such to 
consist o.f the total receipts from a certain source or a cer-
tain f\md .for the period. This,kind is not ~tall satisfactory 
for budgetary purposes. 
As to period of availability appropriations may be fis-
cal or current and continuing or recurrent. Appropriations 
are fiscal when made to meet the expenditures of a given, fis-
cal period, usually annual or biennial. In cities of' Kansas, 
l 
the fiscal period is annual. If there is any unencumbered bal-
ance in the approp~iation at the end of the year it should be 
'Cl~sed 'back into the surplus of the fund to which it pertains 
to be added to the revenues available for the ne:-ct ensuing 
fiscal period. Continuing appropriations (some authorities 
prefer to call them recurrent) are those which, when once 
established, are renev:1ed automatically each year, without fur-
ther action on the part of the legislative body until altered 
or revoked. These, like the indef'·ini te appropriations, are 
not desirable. fr?:rn a budget and accounting standpoint. 
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In regard to the restrictions as to the manner of spend-
ing, rtconditions m.ay be attached to an appropriation respect-
ing (1) the locality in which the expenditures are ma.de; (2) 
the object ,0£ expenditures; (3) the activity or class of v10rk 
to be .u11derta.ken; ( 4} the rate or price to be paid; ( 5) the 
kind of service to<be obtained; or (6) the kind of supplies, 
lnaterinls, and equipment to he purchased. n5 
A .classifieati.on by ptu .. pose is sometimes made and may be 
included in.the above restrictions. According to this classi-
fication·, ttappropria.tions wlll usually be me.de either for 
(a). departments, providing for the fiscal expenditures of the 
various departments of' government, or (b) object of expendi-
ture such as salaries, equipment, ma teria.ls, etc., 01., ( c) 
specif'ic purpose, such as~ new building, pui~chase of land, 
etc.u6 
\Then the approprinti-0n is made to departments it is con-
sidered a lump sum appropriation, but if to objects of expen-
·diture,. an. itemized appropriation.· 
5. Francis Oakey, naovernment Accounting and Reporting,n 
P·• 166. 
6. Lloyd Morey, tt·Introduction to Governmental Accounting,u 
' p •. 40. 
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Each .appropriation should be kept separate in the account-
ing records and should be identified by a code number. 
Classification of F.xpend1tures 
The budget _classification of appropriations must corres-
pond to the expenditure ela·ssification of.' the -various depart-
ments if accurate estimates are to be obtained. The expendi-
ture o1nss1fication was discussed in chapter II and the dis-
cussion will be supplemented here. Its most important use is 
.for budget purposes. The.department head needs it to determine 
the expenditures o:rhis department for various purposes over 
preceding years to be used as a basis for estimating future ex-
penditures. The executive ~..,_d financial administrator must 
have it to make an accurate comparison of" the city expendi-
tures over previous years,, and also a. comparison of the ex-
penditures of the dif.ferent departments. Legislative bodies 
need 1t to make up a serviceable budget and -as a be.sis for 
making appropriations. The public can be informed adequately 
concerning .financial operations only by means of a class1ficn-
tion that is pract1cal and uniform •. 
The expenditure classification by Mr. Buck, presented in 
chapter II, has been used in ~his thesis" because 1 t is com-
plete and can be made to include the five bases of classifica-
t.:t.on as .follows: 
1.. By funds 
2. By organization units 
· 3. By 11c't;ivit1es or functions 
4. By cha.racter of expenditures 
5.- By object of expenditures 
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It includes the classification by i'unds since all expen-
ditures are required by law to be mnde f'rom the funds into 
which revenues are paid; therefore, the fund clnssif'ioation is 
made automatically 1 and must 1Je accounted for in that way. 
Classification by organization units is l)rought out since 
nearly all appropriations are made to departments within the 
ftmd. Thia .is done in order to £ix responsibility for the 
proper administration of the expenditures.· This class1fica~ 
tion can be ma.de thxaough the appropriation accounts since they 
are ·arranged that way in the budget. 
Since each department may carry on various activities, 
· ·the appropriations will. p:robably designate the activity to 
Vihich the expenditure is made. Therefore,. the classification 
and the accounting for it will be made from the appropriation 
accounts as it v1as for the departments •. 
The classification by object is necessary to show the 
purpose £or which the expendi~Ure 'Vias made.. This classifica-
tion is me.de on the voucher by which the e>:penditure is con-
summated, and entered in the appropriation accoun~ by means 
or a.. code number. This will const:l:tute the basis for a month-
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ly classificat:ton by object through the expenditure analysis 
ledger.c ;\t 1ilichtta, the expenditure analysis is made from the 
voucher register to the expenditure analysis ledger. The object 
analysis can be shown .in Mr. Buck's classification by breakinB 
the expenditures up into as detailed items as one could wish 
under the main group headings, the detailed heading, of course, 
furnishing the account titles. It is ,preferable for statements 
and comparisons to group the smaller items under the seven main 
headings, since many minor expenditures in the different depart-
ments are not alike. At Kansas City, the expenditure control 
journal or ledger _rorm is arranged so that the seven most usual 
objects of expenditure such as salaries, equipment, repairs, 
supplies, telephone, laundry, nnd telegrams, will be presented 
with one or two extra blank lines and a space for unclassified 
items. All minor items are placed in this unclass~fied group 
and r~-analyzed for reports. At Topek·a,. the vouchers register 
is di~ided up into about this same number of headings and all 
the expenditures are classified under them. At Salina and 
Wichita, the items of expenditures are numbered consecutively 
through each department and division of government. The nwn-
ber of' items in each divisfon ranges from one to forty arrl 
the total for all is well above two hundred. These, of course, 
represent similar items in the different divisions and a.re 
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consequently a duplication of items~ This arrangement shows 
each detailed item; as sala.r~es for each individual, etc~ Such 
detailed items,· of course, should be kept, but to compare the 
expenditures of one department with the other or that of one 
city wit;h another, these minute items v1ould have to be grouped 
unde1~ larger and more 1pclusive headings. At Atchison~ the ex-
penditures are divided into seventy or more different items. 
The character classification can be· made from the expendi-
ture. ana.lys1s·1edger1 on the basis of the object classification 
whenev·er desired' for reporting p-q.rpof?es. A statement or expendi-
tures should be made .for all the departments and funds ·according 
to the ma.in character· classification~ and a separate supporting 
statement for each. character grouping divided up according to 
objects.. The character elassifiea.tion need not be shown in the 
books of account, but is used in statements to show how the 
different expenditure·s are financed. 
f£xpenditure·Estimate Forms 
Since one of the most important uses of a. proper expendi-
ture classification is to aid the department head in preparing 
the budget estimate, tt ·1s ireportant that the budget estimate 
forms be prepared so as to include this classification. ~"he 
budget forms for expenditure estimates presented here, are 
made up from suggestions presented by Mr., Buclr. 7 These forms 
7 .• A., E •. Buclr, nMuniclpal Budgets and· Budget Making, n. p. 33.· 
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are simple, yet complete enough to ~ecord all items in each 
department and div~sion in .sufficient detail to be easily 
u11derstood. 01?-lY three forms are required to make up the 
estimatee .for all the departments. The summary form C-1 was 
shown in chapte:r ~I, and the two· support:tne forms A and B of' 
C-1 are shown on the following page. 
Schedule C-lA 
I. Services - Personal 
Salaries and Wages Regular 
-
EXPElTDI1rum~ ESTIMATES :B10R THE 11,n~CJ\L YEAH 
Department •.••••••••••••• 
Di vision •.•••••••.•••••••• 
Gode Title or Name of, ,incumbent, Law 01" 3alaries. Salaries Compcnn. Rer.uostod 
No. Position or specify "Vacantn Ordin. Previous Cur1"'cnt No. of No. 
or n1'1ew Position" Fixing Year Year }'.mplo~r- of 
Salary ees dnya 
Form 6 (a 
Schedule C-lB 
EXPENDITURE ESTIMATES FOR THE FISCAI, YEAR 
II. Services - Contractual 
Communication and Transportation 
Department •••••••••••••• 
Di vision •••.••••••••••••• 
---
Estimated 
Code Commodity or Purpose · Expendi- Expendi- Request for• Budget Yeur 
Mo. tures for tui"eS for 
Previous Current no. of Price .1\mount 
.·Year Year Jnits pCl" Unit 
Form 6 {b) 
:-~o.lnrloo 






I.oou. t ton ••••••••••••••••• 
C:ltiy ••••••••••••••••••••• 
F 
Inoronno \l lo1rn noo ~'("'t~O-
or 'Y Pudtct t"n ndo noorcmoo 'nl< 1 nr. nu-
t;hot,, t t ~1 




hy i?udgot !:o~ornnd.n 
:nking ~m-
tho1 .. tty 
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All the inforrnation needed for Services-Personal, the 
first main heading of the expenditure clasaifieation will be 
made on form C-lJi,. A separate sheet should be made out for 
each of the three subdivisions of') Services-Personal, that is, 
Salaries and Wages regular, .Salaries and Wages, temporary, and 
Other Compensation. This fol'ml shovrn the name of the position, 
and the name of the person in this position. However, if it 
is a new position being e1,eated or an old one eliminated, it 
can be designated as nNew Pos~tion11 or "vacant," instead of 
the incumbentts name. Compensation for the previous year and 
current year for each position is shown as a basis to make the 
estimate. This is followed by the compensation requested. In 
case of temporary employees where the names are not important, 
spaces for the number of employees nnd estimated days required 
for ea.ch are entered together to get the total estimated wages. 
Any increases or decrease~ over the present year can be shown 
in an extra colu.."11!1$ and a space under memoranda to give reasons 
for this or any other suggestions necessary. A oolumn referring 
to the law or ordinance fixing the salary is also very helpful 
in making the estimates. After the budget has actually been 
made up, the amount allowed can be entered in the column, Allow-
auce. by budget-ma.klng authori·ty. A space sho~ld be left for the 
cOO.e number to aid in proper identification of each item and to 
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record in the books of _.account. 
The second :form C-1B can be used for all expenditures in-
eluded under the main headings 0£ the expenditure classification 
from two to six inclusive, that is, Services-Contractual~ Uommodi-
t!es, Current Charges, Current Obligations,. and Properties to be 
met by current revenue,. The same form, but on separate sheets 
could be used for all properties to be met by assessments or de-
ferred Charges. However, supporting expenditure data should be 
·attached for all !'equests that are out of the ordinary. Requests 
for buildings. land, or general improvements should:·be accompanied 
by plans, descriptions, location, etc. In the f'irst column of 
this form may be stated the specific commodity, article, or item, 
a.m, if necessary, the purpose for which the expenditure is to be 
ma.de. The nex~ two columns show the expenditures for each item 
for the previous year, and the estimated amount for the current 
year,. respectively. The column, estimated expenditures for the 
current year, could be designate~ the actual expenditures so 
far in the curr~ent year, if desired. The column for requests 
for the budget year is divided up into the number of units de-
sired~ the price per unit, and the amount. Columns to show 1n-
c1.,eases or dec-reases, and a memorandum for such reasons as are 
necessary for proper explanation follow. A column to shov1 the 
actual amount allowed by tlle budget making authorities should be 
included. 
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The above .forms will be used by departments, bureaus, 
institl.'\tions, and all other spend.ing agencies.. The forms will 
then be collected by the department h~ad responsible, and the 
information summarized by htm on t~e s pproprla tion analysis form, 
schedule C·l shown in chapter II. !f separate sheets are pro-
vided for each expenditure heading, the classificat1.on ur..cler the 
prope1-. groups can easily be made in the summar-y sheet. 
Each department head then will turn in· to the budget staff 
agenc-y one su.mt1ary sheet, schedule c .... 1, and a. s many sheets of 
the two supporting forms\ schedules C-1A and C-lB. as were used 
to make up the summary.. The -supporting sheets .will be used 
only as a reference as to· specific items. Each department head 
must be prepa.red to defend his estimates. 
The la.st main heacl:tns or the expenditure classification, 
Debt Payments, is not entered in the estimates of the various 
spending agencies. It is usually made! up for the budget on a 
special .form by the chief_ finance officer. 
Af·ter the budget is approved· and the appropria t1oi1s made 
the steps incidental to ma.king an expenditure from it a.re as 
follows: 
n1. The issuance of a requisition by the department head 
or of.fice.r in charge of the work for which the appropriation 
was mede. This requisition is a request on the central pur-
chasing author.tty to supply ee~tain materials or equipment as 
listed. The requisition must show the appropriation.out of 
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which the expense is to be met,. must be signed by the officer 
making the request and should be approved by the head of the 
division of goverl.'lh--ient under which this depa1•tment falls. 
/2.-'ine certification of the requisition by the auditing 
division~indioating that there is a sufficient balance in the 
appropriation to meet the proposed expcndltur·e and that the 
expenditm,,e is in accordance with the p-J.rpose of the app1"opria-
tion..-
;;_, The placing of" an order or contract for supplying mat-
erial or equipment requisitioned, tbis to be done by the cen-
tral purchasing authority. This may consist of an order or con-
tract \Yith an outside concern or an order on a service or stores 
department of the government. 
4. The entering of the order or contract as an encumbrance 
of the appropriation to which it is chargeable. 
5. The checklns of the goods on receipt to determine whether 
they a11 e the quality and quantity 01-.dered. 
6. The preparation.of' claims for payment in the form of a 
voucher to be certified as follows: 
(a) By the person opening or examining the goods. 
(b} By the department head or officer v1ho issued the requisition. 
(c) By the purchasing authority placing the order or contract. 
7 .. The auditing_ of the voucher by the Auditing Department. 
8. ~1e ~ntry of the voucher. including an.entry or liquida-
tion of the order or contract. 
9. The issuance of a warrant against the Treasury for the 
payment of the voucher. 
10. The payment of the warrant by the Tree.sury."8 
p.ceounting Entries for Appropriations 
The first accounting entry must he made when the order or 
contract is placed. This is an encu..l1lbra.nce against the a.ppro-
8. Lloyd lforey, "Introduction to Governmental Accounting, 11 
p .• 41. 
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p1~iatio11, and although not: a real liability, it is a fund lia-
bility, and must be recorded to shov; the true r.ondi tion of the 
va.r•ious approp:viat ions. A real· liabili t;; is crea. ted and an ex-
, p~nditure is consumrna~ed when a vouche1~ ·is passed for payment. 
If· this voucher is mad.e to pay fo:r;a a p1~evious encumbrnnae. the 
.fund liability becomes a real liability, but the f1"ee balance 
remains the same, unless the uct-ual expenditure was more or less 
~ 
than the estimated amount of ·the order or contract. In such 
case an adjustment must be made. If the voucher has not previous-
ly been entered as an encumbrance, such as, payrolls, travel 
vouchers, freight, expr·ess, etc., the free balance VJill be re-
duced by that amount. Accounting entries will have to be ma.de 
then to clear the encumb1~ances from the approprie. tion account, 
for tl1ose ttems alr~eady encumbered, and other entries for all 
t~he vouchers made and audited. 'l'he le.st entry is made when 
the warrant is issued in payment of the voucher. 
Illustration of' these entries according to the two methods 
presented in the other cha.pteI'*S will now be shown .. 
The accounting entries for the budget estimates for appro-
priations have all"'eady been set up in chapter II. The controlling 
accounts for the appropriations from each fund were credited with 
the appropriation as made in the budget., unapproprla ted surplus 
being debited. Aa expenditures ar~ ma.de the appropriations 
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aceottnt, both controlling and subsidiary, will be dehi ted. If' 
the appropriations account shows an unencumbered crodi i; balance 
at the close of the fiscal year it will tndi.cate t~9.t expencU-
tures were not as :mttch as expected, a!ld will be cJ.osed back ns 
an addition to the siirplus. If a debit balS:nce, 1 t will sho11 
th{·tt the e·.xpenditure ..s nave been greater than estbm. ted. This~ 
of coui")se~ shou~d never happen unless the revenues turned out 
to be grea.te1~ than :i~.lie budget estimates to make a .surplus avail-
. able f"rom whlch these extra current e.xpendi tures could be paid. 
The balance of ~ppropriations, as in the balance of estimated 
re11enuesj w.111 always be closed into surplus a.t the end of the 
fiscal period. When expenditures are ma.de, expense may be 
debited, instead of appropriations, in which case expense must 
be deducted .from appropriations in making the fund balance sheet. 
It is necessary to ma!.re accounting entries for these ex-
penditures when they are first entEn1ed into. in the form of con-
tracts or orders.. These are expected fund liabilities and since 
accounts have previously been set up for estimated fiscal re-
sources, accounts must be set up with them also. These encum-
brances will be kej,t in contract and order registers at estimated 
cost, from which they will be posted pe1.,iodically to the con-
trolling aceounts fn the gene1~a.1 ledger. 'fuey should be entered 
daily to the respective ~ppropriations accounts in the subsidiary 
appropriation ledger. 
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Entries for encumbrances. First Method9 
To post order and contract register: 
(10) In General Ledger {Monthly totals of all encm-:lbrances 
t1nder each fun.d): 
Genr~ral Fund · 
Dr. App1.,oprlation Eneumbrances 
Cr• Reserve for Encumbrances 
Special Fund 
Dr. Appropriation Encumbrances 





In subsidiary Appropriation Ledger 
Dr. Individual approp1~iut.1on accounts (post eo.ch item} 
Executive Department-Gen. Fund 837 
Financial n n " 3 000 
Public Welfare u rt 11 11 963 
Public Works " " rr 25 000 
Legal " u n 2 000 
City Bngineer' sn Spec. " 5 600 
Street 0 " u 18 000 
Second Y.t!ethod 10 
{10) In General !,edger (Monthly totals}: 
General Fund 
Dr. Appropriations~ 1927 42 800 
Cr. -Open :Me.rket Orders Reaerve-
Appropriat ions 42 800 
Per register of orders placed 
Since this entry affects the f'und accounts only, there is 
no need of a collateral entry •. It is p11eferable to credit the 
specific encumbrance affected rather than to credit reeerve for 
encumbrances~ and this should be done in both methods. Ir tm 
9 .. Lloyd Morey, "Introduction to Governmental Accounting," 
P• 42. 
10. D. c. Eggleston, "Municipal Accounting,n p. 186. 
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encumbrance was f'or contracts, the credit would be to con-
t.ra.cta reserve~ and if for miscellaneous claims, to miscellaneous 
claims re serve. 
111.e next accounting entries VI:i.11 be for the act..'Ual ex-
penditures which have been consummated by vouche1,s, nnd will 
f'all under two general cla. sses: ~ 
(a) Items which have been .previously entered as encum'bran-
ces. 
(b) Items Vihieh have not been previously entered as encwn-
brances. 
V'lhen vouchers,· which he.ve been previously encumbered; are 
certified and audited, entries must be made in the order or 
contract register liquidating the item or' items previously en-
tered as a.n encumbrance. These entries will be made at the 
estimated cost as origina1ly entered. These entr2ies will be 
made in· the subsidiary appropriations ledger daily as they 
are vouchered . .in orde.r to clear the account,' so that the other 
charge to appropriations on account of the. vouchers can be 
entered. Thus, if only the encumbered items a.re vouchered and 
.the vouchers are the same as the es-timated cost recorded in the 
encumbrance, the free balance of the appropriations will rematn 
unchanged. If different. the balance will automatically take . 
care of itself, as will be explained later •. 
Ent i f' E, b c·J d Fir st 11 1r. ethod11 ~ . r es or ncum ranees vou .1ere. • m 
'I:o post orders ·vouchered: 
(11} In General Ledger {Monthly totals of all encumbrances 
under each fund) : 
General Fund 
Dr. Reserve for Encumbrances 37 400 
Cr. ·Appropriation Encumbrances 37 400 
Special Fund 
Dr. Reserve for Encumbrances 23 600 
Cr. Appropriation Encumbrances 23 600 
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In the subsidiary app11opria tions ledger, entries will have 
been made on the day ·the voucher is posted to offset the debits 
to encumb1,ances. The genern.1 ledger postings at the end of the 
~onth will represent the totals of the subsidiary ledger post-
ings during the month. It must be remembered tha·t these post-
ings to the subsidi&ry ledger during the month a1~ to offset 
the encumbrances p1~ev1ously debited so as to clear the encum-
brances. These entries therefore must be at the estimated costs 
of· encumbrances. 
Cr. Executive Depart1<l.ent-Gen. Fund 765 
Financial ti u n '2 600 
Public Welfare ff n n 11 035 
Public Works ft rr ft 21 000 
Legal rt n tt 2 000 
City Engineer• srt Spec. ff 5 600 
Street n tt tf 18 000 
The last. three items v:ill be closed out in the subsidiary 
lodger, slnce all the encumbrances 111 these depa1,tments were 
vouchered. 
11. Lloyd Morey,· "Introduction to Govermnental Accounting,rr 
P• 43. 
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Instead of having the above entry, the credit could be 
made directly to vouc:t,iers payable with a debit to reserve for 
encumbrances to clear the latter account, but if the actual cost 
of the encUJ.11b1,s.11ce were dif£erent from the est~imated coat, on ad-
justment would have to be made in the geno1:.a1 ledger control ac-
count; that is, if the actual expense we1"e greeter thfu"'l tho esti-
mate, the reserve .ror encumbrances vrould be debited fox• tho esti-
mated cost, and appropriations debi tea. .for the dii'fe1ier.1ce, \"Ihile 
• vouchers payable v1ould be credited f'or the actual cost. '.1.1hcre-
:rore, the. extra entry above vdll a.void such necessary adjustments 
in the general ledge::.-- control account &J.J.d adjustments need be 
made only in the detail or subsidiary accounts. rrhe uppropria-
tion encumbrances account is really a part of the appropriations 
a.cc01.u1t, and should be deducted from the latter in the balanca 
sheet to sho-.~- the unencumbered b~lance. No cor::?esponding entry 
is made for this entry in the second method. 
Sinc.e vouchers are required to be ma.de oi..it for every claim . 
against the government before a liability is incurred, l~.s. 
13-1414 and 10-802,12 postings from the vouchers register will 
include both appropriation items and non-appropriation items. 
The a.ppropriation items will include both the items already en-
cumbered and those not encumbered. Since the above entry has 
12. Kansas Revised Statutes 1923 - Sections 13-1414 end 10-802. 
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cleared the appropriation encumbrances account in the general 
ledger and it is cleared in the subsidiary ledger through the 
daily postings, the totals £rom the vouchers register may be 
entered as :follows: 
First !1Iethod13 
(Control Accounts) 




Cr. Vouchers Payable 
Special Fund 
Dr. Appropriations 






In the subsidiary appropriations ledger the individual 
appropriations accounts will be debited daily. 
Dr. Executive Department Gen.Fund 
Financial n n n 
Public Welfare " n n 
Public Works tt n n 
Legal n n n 
City Engineer's" Spec." 








The above debits will be me.de at the same time the credits 
for encumbrances were made, therefore, leaving the free balance 
of appropriations so f'ar as the encumbrances are concerned the 
same, exeept when there is a di.fference between the esti~ated 
and actual costs. 
The vouchers register is closed and posted monthly to the 
13~ Lloyd laOI'ey, "Int1')oductio11 to Gover1"lm.ental Accounting, n 
p. 44. 
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general ledger control. !~ost of the items of expenditures will 
be appr·opriation items, but n . few such as loans payable, will be 
vouchered and posted to the· respective account title. 
second Method l4 




Loans Pa.ya ble 
Cr. Vouchers Payable 
Dr. Appropriations 1927 
Open Market Orders Res.-
Appropriations 
Unapplied Surplus 
Or. Available Cash Surplus 








In addition to the previous debits to the subcidia17 a.ppro-
p1'liations ledger total;ing 42 800, the above amount of 28 420 v:ill 
be. di'"vided among the separate individual approp1 .. ia.tions accounts. 
The 5 000 charged to Unappl1.ed Surplus represents the temporary 
loans paid. 
8ince it is a. part of the duties of the auditor~ R.s. 
13-2108~5'to keep a record of all liabilities or vouchers, c. 
voucher register or registers must be provided.. A ·wa1~l:lltnt regls-
ter is also kept by the treasurer to record similar information 
for the y;ar1.,~mts d1.,Gx;n, but if the warrant and voucher are num-
14. D. C. Eggleston, n·f\'iunieipal Accounting, n p. 196. 
15. Kansas Hevised Statutes 1923 - Section 13-2108. 
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l1ered alike, t;he vouchers register would conta.in all the in-
formation needed in the war:rant 111egiste1,, v:hich could t.her.efo1 .. e 
··b~ dispensed v1tth. The vouchers register form shown on the 
following page may constitute the wa1')1"'ant register provided the 
vrar:r•ants e~nd vouchers cor1~espond, so fo1') this reason no wa.r:r1ant 
register .form v.1.11 be shor.ni Several good forms of vouche1') 
~ 
registers 11'1ere found but this form is well adapted to a. city of 
any size, and by use of the expense classification. columns, the 
items can be made .as detcdled as desii">ed. · It is almost exactly 
the foI»in used at 1t:ic.hita.. and Salina. If :lt is desired to use 
separate voucher i"Jegisters .fo1., es.ell department and fund, the 
separate columns for debits to other funds and for the a.pp1""op1,ia.-
tion iterns \~ill not be needed, since all the debits to app1.,opria-
tions and non-a.pp1"1/J·pria tion items, and CJ:edi ts to vouchers pay-
able -will be made to the fund for v;hich the voucher l"egistc1, is 
used. 
Vouchers will be entered consecutive~y as they are made, 
and the approp1.,iatio11 items v1ill be posted dsi ly from the appro-
priation~ column to .the individual appropris.tion accounts in the 
subsidiary Appropriations Ledger.. The other columns will be 
closed and posted monthly to the t3enera.l ledger as is shown in 
entry nu..~ber·ci2}. The total credits will be to vouchers pay-
able accor~ding to the different funds and the debits will be 
vouc1rnR }U!;GISTER 
Date Vouch- Warrant Name of Payee Item Credit Debit Debit "Appropria .... Expense 
er No• No. (Description) Vouchers General Other t1on ·(Dept. Classif'ioa.tion Payable Fund F\lnda or Fund) Acct. Amount 




divided among the appropriation and non-appropriation items. . . 
The expense classification is made -irnmedia.tely as the voucher 
is entered, bu.t need not be posted to the expenditure analysis 
ledger until the close .of the month. However, tho expense 
analysis ·can be made from the subsidiary appropriation ledger 
if so desi-red. 
At Topeka, extra columns were_ used.so as to analyze the 
expenditures into seven or eight main heads in order that the 
totals eould be poste.d to the proper expense classificntion. 
This could be done· if most of the expenditures fell under seven 
or eight main heads. ~nen an extra column could be provided for· 
miscellaneous or unclassified el;pense items to be elassif'!ed at 
the end _of the month. Nearly a.11 the other cities had the ex-
penditures classified only by funds or deµ;irtments, a separate 
column for each one. The expenditure classification by objects 
being made at the end of the month directly from the vouchers. 
In Kansas City the expenditure analysis is made through 
an expendi.tures jouz•nal or ledger {form on next page) in Y1hich 
~he expenditures are classified at once by funds, organization 
units, and objects. Since the departments are organized along 
functional lines it also gives the functional classification. 
It is a splenQ.id method of control and arises immediately from 
the ordinance which created the liability, instead of from the 
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EXPENDI11'Uf·mn FOR !.10HT11 OF !.~ AHCH 
Date Date Dato Dute --<!) --- --- --- ---rl Ord.No. Amount Ord. tfo. Amount Ord. No. !\mount 01'd. No. / .. mount l 2 ~'; .+:> 
ioM 127623 ;~}i3l254 ................. ._ ... ______ -............... ..._ ..... __ -------- --------8 4 ..................... ___ .,.. ....... --------- __ ,.. ___ ______ ....... -------- ..--. ........ 1·:xpond 1- : xr~ncl 1- xp<~nd l-.µ 5 ·-... - ............ .... _.- ........... _ ....... __ -.-..------ ---------- --........... ------- tu ron rot• LHT'(Hl frf'm turf 1 rt rpo~., r:1 
6 6 .................... ......................... 
____ ._, ... ----- ... -- ... ______ ---- .. - -------- :.!ont~h or l).-~o .~H- t:>fi ~.00.01-•r~s 
(.) - .............. .....,, ... ................ ................ .............. .- ............ _ .. ..... -....... - --------- !Jgroh Feb. f!O- t ~')G ~·,~r.:.n-•!:c Division Items " C,) rr'otal 1I'otal Total 'l'Otf:tl --::! ---- ..... --- _ .......... .- ... _ ......... ____ -------- ,~,,,...,..,.«I-,, litililie-,,_~ __ .,,.,,......,.,.___. 
Salaries l 
Cl) Equipment 2 ... 
:::.t .µ Repairs 3 
m~ 
~ <l.) Supplies 4 OS Telephone 5 •r-1 ..i.;> 
rJ) H Laund11y 6 Cl) Qj 
•r-1 p4 1.1elegram 7 8<!> E i=l 8 
0 Unclassified 9 0 
l"" s Dept. Total 
re t? Cf.I 
(i) ... +l 
~-I.µ ~ ~ r-:; oj © 
i:i! s <D E 
~ •M r-J..;.) z.µ 0 H p:: Ul ' d 
µq ~1 ~Pi 
> 4!I CD 0+> -MA ea> 0 Dept. Total tO 
• ..:t 'd -' --
<'.t; p 
P:: m 
~ ~ • 
~ .. ~ ~ 
i::q ro ~ 
0 ~ i:r..1 







e f?i H ;,;I 
tl:! 
f -;') Form 8. 
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voucher. The voucher register then would have to only record 
the date, the voucher number;. the payee's name, and the amount 
of' each vou.eller. The bee.rd or commissioners meet twice a v1eek 
to . pa.~nJ · <?rdinances in which a.11 claims are allowed, and the se 
are reeord·ed in ·the expenditures record on that day. There~ 
would be as many appropriation columns in the monthly record 
as the commissioners met or from eight to ten. A column is 
then shown for the totals or each item, each department, am 
each fund for the month; another column for the expenditures 
up to the current month; and a third column showing ~le total 
of all expenditures to date. The department totals and fund 
totals are entered in red ink so a.s to readily distinguish them. 
In the auditor's annual report the expenditures are shown for each 
month as it is in the report of receipts. The budget amounts are 
also set up by the department headings as a.guide to show whether 
the expenditures are within the budget. 'fuis method, however, 
. does n9t show the exact balance in the appropriation account at 
all times, nor .does it take into account the encumbrances against 
the appropriations. This form is arranged so as to allow for· 
the usu.al number of main items and an extra. line for other mis-
cellaneous items which are classified separately for reports. 
An extra division under the General Government fund is the sundry 
expense account in which is placed all items of expense that do 
not fall into the other departments. 
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The Appropr~ation Ledger 
In order to keep a proper account or all transactions re-
lating to each .appropriation account, a special form is desir-
16 able, a reproduction of which will be sh.own on the next page. 
It shows ea.eh encumbrance, the liqu·idation of each encumbrance, 
the vouchers, transfers, etc. charged against the budget appropria-
tions and other speo!al credits, and shows at. all times the :rree 
and unencumbered balance of the a ppropria ti ons. The expla.na t ion 
of this form s.s given by Mr. Morey will be given in full. 
hT11e first entry in an appropriation account is the budget 
a.ppr~priation itself, made from the budget, tbrough the Gene1-aal 
Journal. Entries are then made from the Order and Voucher Regis-
ters as tra.nsac,tions arise.· Order ·Mo. 32, for example, in the 
form g:tve.n,. is.estimated to cost $100, and this amount is de-
ducted .from.the free balance. Other orders follow and are simi-
larly· treated. On January 5,, two vouchers are presented which · 
do not relate to o.rders· entered. These items must be deducted 
in full from the free balance. Voucher No. 64 is for order N. 
78, which was entered. as $450. The voucher is for the same 
a.mount,,. and no chang9 in the balance. res~lts. Voucher 87 is 
fo:) t.n··der No. 114, which was entered at ~$21,5. The voncher is· 
for only ~r212.10, so that the balance is increased by the diffar-
ence, or ~~2 .. 90. · Voucher No. 112 is :for order Mo. 32, which was 
entered for·$100. The voucher is for $104.16, so tbat the bal-
ance must be reduced $4.16. Item or January 20 represents a re-
fund on a payment made in error, which is now credited back to 
the e.ppropria t:ton. "17 
This ledger form can be kept with pen and ink, but it is 
easily adapted to the use of the bookkeeping machine. In this 
way the transactions. can be recorded rapidly and accu~ately, and 
16. Lloyd 1'lorey, n Introdueti on to Governmental Accounting, 0 
p. 47a. 
17. Lloyd ~liorey, n Introduction to Governmental Accounting, n 
p. 44. 
-
APPROPRIATION LEDGER FORM 
(with illustrative entries)' 
- .. 1.. 2 5 
Date 
Notes 1924 Reference o. 
l our. 
(2) 2 OtJ. Reg. 32 
(2) 4 11 n 78 
(.3) 5 vou. Reg. 16 
(3) n tf 21 
(2) 8 Or. Reg. 14 
(4) 10 Vou. Reg. 64 
(3) 12 or. Reg. 165 
(5) ' 15 Vou. Reg. 87 
4 
Name 
u ge ppro, 
Smith & Co. 
Brown & oo. 
A. B. Jones 
Anna Brown 
Jones & oo. 
Brown & Co. (-?B) 
Green & co. 
Jones & Go.(114} 
' (6) .18 ts n 112 Smith & co.(32) 
(~) 20 Ca.sh Rec. 12 Jones & oo.(114) 
<a>: 24 Stores Re 64 orr. Sup. 
31 Totals and Proof 
Columns 
· 1.. Data of original en try 
2. Register or book of original entry 
3. Document number 
4. Urune of payee or other description 
5, Symbol or other description of item 
6. Entry or estimated cost or order in 
Dr, column; when paid, entry of original 
estimate is made in Cr. column. 
~. Vouchers audited 
8, Stores or other 0 intra-muraltt charges 
9. Credit items 
10.Perpetue.l balance 
Notes 
l. Budget appropriation entry 
2. Entry of order placed 
3. Entry of non-purchase vouchers 
4. Entry of purchase vouche~ paid 










.· APPROPRIATIOM TITLE Executive Department 
YEAR 1924 --.-----------=-----------
6 7 s 9.. 100 .. 
Encumbrances oucher Transfer 







450 00 460 00 
215 00 212 10 
100 0 104 16 
4 9. oo ogli 
4 450 00 
4 408 82 
4 308 82 
4 093 82 
4 093 82 
4 021 92 
4 024 72 
4 020 58 
1 80 4 022 36 
62 15 3 960 21 
62 15 5 001 80 3 960 21 
Footings 
6. Dr. Total orders placed; checks with order 
register 
6. er. Total orders p~lid (originnl estimate); 
difference between Dr. a.nd Cr. represents ·· 
orders outstanding, and checks with 
"Appropriation encumbrances" account. 
7. Total vouchers charged; checks with 
voucher register 
10. Prove as follows: 9 - (6 + 7 + 8) • 10. 
Checks with "Aonrouria.tions" account less 
n Appropria tion1•"' Encumbrances• · 
5. Entry of purchase voucher paid at ~ than 
estimate 
6. Do. more than estimate 
7. RefUn-c.t'l"or overpn~ent a. Entry for stores order 
Form 9 
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several copies can be made for each appropriation account. 
Since the appropriation accounts are probably the most import-
ant accounts to ,control that are used:· in municipal accounting, 
due to the fact that a severe penalty is attached to overspend-
ing the amount allowed in the budget, it is very important that 
a daily balance be kept at a11 times.. The task is made easy by 
the bookkeeping machine~ and in a large city its use is very 
essential. 
Statement of Appropriations · 
Al"l{hough eaeh copy .of the appropriation account in this 
form is a splendid report of the respective appropriations, a 
.. 
statement "in the fo"rmlS on the next page should be made up f.or 
a.11 appropriation$;. and the totals carried forward to a summary 
statement. showlng. the appropriations in total by funds and divi-
sions. 
18. Lloyd Morey~ n Introduction to Governmental Accounting, n 
. p. 47. 
STATE?fil:~1T OF APPROPRIATIONS 
(1) {2) (3) 
Fund 
Division . ippropriation Unexpended Appropriation and Credits tExpenditures Balance 
(1•2) 
General Fund 
Exeout1v·e Depa.rtment(a) . 5 001 80 4 800 00 201 80 
Financial " 10 000 00 9 600 00 400 00 
Public Welfare 0 20 000 00 19 000 00 l 000 00 
Public Works tt 30 000 00 25 500 00 4 500 00 
Legal tt '11 500 00 6 920 00 580 co 
Total (72 501 80) (65 820 00) (6 681 80) 
Special Flmd 
City Engineer's Dept. 15 000 00 14 800 00 200 00 
Street 34.000 00 33 000 00 l 000 00 
Total (49 000 00) {47 800 00) (1 200 00) 
Grand Total 121 501 80 113 620 00 7 881 80 
, 
(1) Column 91 Appropriation Ledger (2) Column 7 and 8, Appropriation Ledger 
(3) Total agrees vrith ".Appropriations'r balance, Genernl Ledger 
(4) Column 6, Appropriation Ledger 
(5) Column 10, Appropriation Ledger 
(a) See special form 





72 00 .129 80 
400 00 
. 928 00 '72 00 
4 000 00 500 ·ao 
580 00 
(5 400 00) (l 281 80) 
200 00 
l 000 00 
(1 200 00) 
5 400 00 2 481 80 
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Entries and Statements for Disbu:r1sements 
After the vouchers are properly certified and audited, 
wa.rrants will be. issued by the accounting department covering 
thes·e vouchers and payable from the respective fund. Since 
·a warrant is a.n orde11 qn. th:e Treasury to pay a given sum of 
money,. it is treated as ca.sh on the accounting .records. The 
·cash account foy. the respeettve fund being credited for the 
amount of the ·warrants, t~ total of which is posted monthly 
from the voucher or warrant r~gisters. 
First 1i!ethodl9 
(13) General Fund 
Dr.· Vouchers Payable 
Cr. Cash 
Special Fund 






If the pa1d warrants are returned daily by the Treasury, 
'an entry could be made debiting vouchers payable and crediting 
warrants payable when all warrants are issued and another entry 
debiting ·war1•ants payable and crediting cash when the warr·ants 
are paid. 
Second Method20 
{ 13) General l*Und 
Dr. Vouchers Pa-yable 
Cr. Cash 
Per register of cheeks 
67 420 
67 420 
19. Lloyd :Morey, uintroduetion to Governmental Aeeounti.ng, 
p. 48'. 
20. D. c. Eggleston, nMU.nicipal Accounting," p. 188. 
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·Since this entry affects only the prop?•ietary accounts no 
other entry :ls needed. 
"fi"!hen money ls transferred from the special fund back to the 
general fund an entry just the reverse of the entry number (7) 
must be made by transfer, rather than by the· issuance of warrants, 
a.nd these transfers should be shown separe. tely in all reports~ 
First Method21 
{ 14) General Fund 
Dr. Cash 2 000 
Cr. Ime from Special li\lnd 
Special Fund 
Dr. Due from Gener·al Fund 2 000 
Cr. Cash 
· { 14) General Fund 
Dr. Cash 
Second Method 





This does not affect the bud.get accounts so no collateral 
entry need b.e. made. 
Statements should be prepared to show receipts and disburse; 
ments from all funds. ·The statement of .disbursements would be a 
simple statements.a presented below.22 
Statement of Disbursements 
: General . Special: : • 
: Fund . Fund • Fund : Total . z 1. Appropriations : 65 820 :47 800 : . 113 620 . 
2.,. Loans • 5 000 : • . 5 000 . . . 
3. • : . : . . 
4. : . • . . . . 
Total~ • 70 820 :47 800 • : 118 620 . .
Statement 4 
21. Lloyd ?fforey, nintroduction to Governmental Accounting~" p. 
22. Lloyd Morey, uintroduction to Governmental Accounting," p. ~, 
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Jl"'_ sepai~ate statement could be me.de for each fund, or if 
the funds vvere numerous the statement could be rearranged so 
tbn t ·the different fund titles would appear to the left and 
the different disbursement items at the top or the statement. 
Most. cities make their sts. tement of di sbur·setnents by furrl. or 
departments separately, and show the diffe1~ent items of ex-
pense also. This is not necessary if an expenditure state-
1nent is shown. ·The, only individual items necessary will be 
appropriations for the totals of all appropriation items, and 
·each non-a.ppropria tion item listed separately. 
In order to show the total receipts and di sbursemen ts and 
the balane.e .. at tht:l beginning and end of t~ha period for each 
fund, a statement of receipts and disbursements ·should be shown. 
This is ~1bout -che only statement ordinariiy shown for the opera-
tion of funds. However~ in these statements the receipts arc 
shown by so~rces and the disbursements· by objects. Such a state-
ment is .then made up for eaeh fund in the following order: 
·Balance previous report 
Receipts (itemized) 
Disbursements (itemized) 
Balance this date 
---
---
Various arrangements of the above material is usually made, 
but if a separate statement is made of receipts and a statement 
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·or expenditures by objects all that will be necessary in the 
above statement are the totals of :receipts and disbursements 
and balances. To show this information for all funds togetber 
a statement sueh as ~he following will sufrice. 
Statement of Receipts and Disbursements23 
:Balance : · · : "· Dls- : ' : 
Fund : Pr.evious: Receipts : bursement s: 'rransfers: Balance 
this date :Repor.t (1) (2) : . 
' . 
l. General : 




:80 301 80:70 820 00 
:49 160 00:47 800 00 . . 
: 
. ~ . . 
:-1 ooo oo: a 481 so 
: 1 000 00: 2 360 00 . . 
• . . . 
! ' : : : 
. :J29 461 80:DB 620 00 °'' : : lO 841 80 
See 'statement of ~eceiptn In chapter III. 
See statement of disbursements on preceding page. 
Statement 5 
The balance of the transfers accounts must be shovm so as 
to present the true net balance. 
T11e aocounts of the TreasuFY will show a debit to' cash and 
a credit to the respective funds for all receipts; a debit to the 
respective ·funds and a. credit to cash for warrants paid. The 
monthly report of the Treasury must show a statement of receipts 
and disbursements by funds. This should be supported by the 
date of each·rece1pt and cancelled warrants which are verified 
by the auditor. 
A reconciliation must then be made between the balances re-
ported by the Treasury and those reported by the general account-
23., Lloyd Jlforey, nintroduction to Governmental Accounting, u 
p. 50. 
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1ng office. ·This is done by taking into consideration warro.n·ts 
outstanding and unpaid and such other transactions that mny be 
entered on the books of one but not on the other. 
Statements of Expenditures 
The statement o:f expendttures with supporting schedules 
should show the expenditures in complete classification, that is, 
by funds, organization units> activities, character and funds. 
'l.b.ese statements should not show deferred items of expe.nse, such 
as supplies and stores on hand, but only actual expenditures for 
the period. These statements are very important to the public 
and s'.hould be of uniform classi£iea.tion for comparative purposes. 
The object classification shouid be under general, easily de-
finable headings.. A statement of each item of expenditure .is 
sometimes confusing,. and an audit by a responsible auditing firm 
should be ·sufficient to show that the .items of expenditure have 
been handled accurately. 
Many different _arrangements may be made for these statements, 
but it should include the following:· 
SUJ:Tu~ary statement showing expenditures by funds, departments, 
end character. Another statement should show this same informa-
tion, but subdivided into the various activities. 
Supporting schedules for departments a.ni activities for ea.ch 
respective character classification represented. 
Expenditures for fixed charges and redemption of debt will 
be made by funds only. These statements may be divided by funds 
or departments if desired. The .forms follow •. 
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Statement of Expenditures·- Schedule A24 
: : Current:· Fixed : Capital 
:Total:Expense:Charges: Outlay 
• • • • .. . . .
Fund • : : : . .. . . • .. . . • 
Fund : . ·• • . . . 
• . . . 
Etc. . • . .. • .. 
: . . . . 
Grand Total : : . : . 
Statement 6 (a) 
Statement of Eipenditures - Schedule B .. :Fund Distribu-: Classification • :Total: ti on : Current : Capital : F1ixed 
: : Fund : Fund: 1:Und: Expense ! Outlay • Charges . 
{Department): ! .. • : • : ,, . • 
{Activi~iJ • : . . • : . • • . 
: : : . • • : . . . 
: : • . : • . . . . . 
Etc. : .. : ·• . : : . • " 
·~:·otal . : • : : : : . . 
(Department): : : • : : • . . 
{Activity) : . . . ..., • . . . • . • • 
• . : • . : . . . . - : : . : .. : : . . 
l!~te. . : : : . : . . 
Total : : : : .. . 
Etc. : : • . : . .. 
Grand Total: . ! : . . . . . . . 
Statement 6 (b) 
Statement of Expenditures - Schedule B-1 
Current Expense 
: : Personal: Office : : : : 
:Total:Service :Exnense:Travel:Supplies:Repairs:Ete. 
(Depart:ment}: : : : : : : 
(Activity : : : : : : : . " : • • • : ~ . . . . 
• • . • : : : • • • . 
Total .. .. : . . • • It . . . 
Etc. : "' : • • : . . . 
Grand Total: : . . : : • . . . 
Statement 6 (c) 
24. Lloyd Morey, nintroduetion to Governmental Accounting,n 
pp. 101-102. 
. ,. . . 
:Total: 
• ! • (Department): : 
(ActivitI) : . . . . . .. . . 
Total . . . . 
Etc. : • . 
Gre.nd Total: • . 
: : 
• . 







Schedule B-2: Capital Outlay 
• . • . . • 
Land . Buildings: Improvements: . Equipment 
• • • . . • . . . •· .. .. 
• • • . . • . . .. . . • 
: : : 
: • • . : • . . . : • .. . 
• . • . . . 
Statement 6(d} 
Schedule B-3: Fixed Charges 
:Redemption: Interest on: • • 
• of Debt . Funded Debt:Pension: Etc. .. • 
• • • . • • . • 
: • • • . • • . : • • . . .. • • • • . . . 
• • • • • . • . 
Statement 6(e) 
Another .form can be made for Redemption of Debt if it is 
desired to keep it separated from the other expenditures and 
more detailed information is required. Since the items llll.der 
fixed charges·are fixed obligations they a.re ma.de up by the 
finance department for the whole government and ~re usually 
grouped according to funds instead of departments. 
If the classification of expenditure used by Mr. Buck is 
carried out Schedule B-1 could be made to include the first 
f'our main headings as follows, Services-Personal, Services-Con-
tractualJt, Commodities, and Current Charges, or these headings 
could.be subdivided as much as desired. 
Chapter V 
trtJUICIPAL ACCOtntTS--CLOSIHG PROCESS 
In order to show the results of the various transactions 
made for the fis.cai period, the journa.1 entries will now be 
brought together in the general ledger accounts. These ledger 
accounts vlill be· divided according to the tvro funds presented 
i.n the first method. The books will then be closed and the 
fimd balance sheets and n consolidated balance sheet of all 
.funds will 1)e shown. The general ledger accounts of the r;eneral 
fund by the second method together with the fund balance sheet 
will be illustrated to shov1 the difference l)etweon the two 
methods •. 
First 1'1iethod of AccountinG 











5 000 00 : (7} Special Fund 
500 00 : (13)Warrants 
l 80 : . 
51 240 00 : 
23 560 00 : 
2 000 00 : 
Taxes Receivable 
52 300 00 : (4) Collections 
: (a} To Reserve 
Reserve £or Uncollectible Taxes 
(a) Taxes tmcollect:tble 1 060: (3) Reserve 
(b) To Estimated Revenue 1 032: 
3 000 00 
67 420 00 
51 240 00 
1 060 00 
2 092 00 
1 .• Lloyd Morey, ttintro. to Governmental Accotmting, n p. 54. 
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(7) Loan 
Due from Other Funds 
3 000 : (14) Repayment . . 
Estimated Revenue {year) 
2 000 00 
{1) Budget Estimate '75 000 : (3) Taxes 50 208 
: (5) Receipts 23 560 
: (b) Unused reserve 
: taxes l 032 
: (c) To Unappropriated 
: surplus 200 
-;!'!!l!On-;o~a-o-: r/5 000 
• . 
·(d) i!io Unappropr!ated • 




Vouchers Pa able 
6'7 420 : 12 . Vouchers 
: 
Loans Payable 
5 000 : (6) Loan 
• . 
Reserve .. for Encumbrances 





10) Orders placed 42 800 : (ll)Ord-er$ vouchered 37 400 . .. 
Appropriations 
12'7 
(12) Vouchers 65 820 00: (2) Bud.get 
{e) To Unappropriated : (8) Refunds 
72 500 00 
1 80 




(2) Approprie.tio11s '12 500 .. 00: (1) Estimated Revenue '75. 000 00 
(c) Estimated Revenue : (d) Surplus Receipts 500 00 
unrealized 200 00: {e) Appropriations un-
: used · l 281 80 
Special Fund 









: (14) General Fund 
: { 13) Warrants 
• . .. . 
Taxes Receivable 
41 400 : (4) Collections 
: (a) Uncollectible 
: 
Reserve for Uncollectible Taxes 
(a) Uncollectible 620 : ( 3) Reserve 
• . 
Estimated Revenue 
(1) Budget estimate 
(c) To Unappropriated 
50 000 : (3) Tax.es 






45 200 : (12) Vouchers 
• . 
. Reserve for Enctunbrances 













(10) Orders placed 23 600 : (11) Orders vouchered 23 600 . • 
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Appropriations 
(12) Vouchers 47 800 : (2) Budget 49 000 
(e) To Un~ppropriat- : 
ed Surplus l 200 : 
Una.ppro;eriated surplus 
(2) ·Appropriations 49 000 : ( 1) J.i!n tima.ted Revenues 50 000 
: (o) Excess Revenues 144 
: (e) Unused Appropr!ntions 1 200 . . 
Due to other Funds 




General Fund ----Ca.sh 
Taxes Receivable 
Reserve for Uncollect~ble 
Due from other .funds 
Estimated Revenues 
Surplus Receipts 
· Vouchers Pa:ya1)le 





11 881 80 
1 060 00 
1 000 00 
1 232 00 
5 400 00 









Due to other Funds 
Tax.es 
4 .960 00 
2 640 00 
'7 600 00 
3 000 
2 092 00 
500 00 
3 400 00 
5 400 00 
6 681 80 
2 500 00 
20 573 80 
1 656 00 
144 00 
2 600 00 
1 200 00 
1 000 00 
1 000 00 
17 600 00 
Closing Entries ~ First r.rethod2 
General Fund -----
(a) Reserve. ·for uncollectible taxes 
Taxes Rece,ivnble 
To write ofr uncollcctiblo truces 
(b) Reserve £or uncollectible taxes 
Estimated Revenue 
To close unused reserve 
(cl Unappropriated Surplus 
F.:stimated Revenue 
To close estimated revenue 
(d) Surplus Receipts 
Unappropriated Surplus 
To close surplus receipts 
(e) Appropriations 
Unappropriated surplus 
To close unencumbered balance of 
appropriations 
SI(ecial Fund 
1 060 00 
l 0:52 00 
200 00 
500 00 
1 281 80 
(a} Reserve for uncollectible taxes 620 
Taxes Receivable 
To \";rite off: uncollectible taxes 
{c) Estimated Revenue, 144 
Unappropriated Surplus 
To close estimated revenue 
(e) Appropriations 1 200 
Unappropriated Surplus 
To close unencum.bered balance of 
appropriations 
1 060 00 
1 032 00 
200 00 
500 00 




2. Lloyd i1iorey, 11 Intro, .. to Governmental Accounting," p. 56. 
Cash 









3 BALA1WE SHEETS - First Method 
.After closing 
General Fund ·-----
11 881 80 
1 000 00 
12 881 80 
s;eecial ~ 
4 960 00 
984 00 
5 944 00 
Vouchers Payable 3 400 00 
Raservo for en-
cumbrance a 5 400 00 
Unappropriated 
Supplus 4 081 80 
Vouchers Payable 
Due other funds 
Una.pproprinted 
Surplus 
12 881 80 
2 600 00 
1 000 00 
2 3':14 00 
5 944 00 
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The accounts which are fiscal in character, such as, es-
timated revenues, appropriations,, and unappropriated ·surplus, 
must be closed .nt the end of the fiscal yenr, a.nd new accounts 
opened for them at the beginning of the next year. After clos-
ing entries have been made to write off uncollectible tru::es 
and to £tdjust for unused revenues, etc.~ the estimated revenues 
and a.pproprin.tions accounts are closed out 1i:-to the unappropri-
ated surplus account, which now becomes the real surplus o.f the 
fund. In fact only the real or proprietary accounts~ such as, 
cash., receivables, payables, etc., are carried forward. There-
.fore,, the 1)a.lance sheets s.t the end of the yenr1 by both methods 
of accounting, will be exactly the srune. 
3. Lloyd Morey, 0 Intro. to Governmental Accounting," p~ 57. 
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In the general fund. it wo.s decided that all the taxes re-
ceivable were uncollectible and they v10re wr1 tten off. (rhis 
left 1n the reserve for uncollectible truces account, an un-
used bala..11.ce oi~ ~?1 032 \7hicl1 was credited back to the estima tod 
revenues account. In the special fund only a portion of the 
taxes was decided to be tmcollectible and the remaining reservo 
was left on the books. 
J1f'ter the 'reserve for uncollcctible taxes wns closed to 
the estimated revenue account in the general .fund there remain-
ed a debit 1)alance of ~~200 sho\1ing that the actual revenues had 
not reached the estimates. This balance was charged ho.ck to un-
appropriated surplus. In the special fund a credit balance of 
~~144 showed that the actual revenues were more than the qst1rn-
ates und it was credited to unappropriated surplus. 
After a sufficient smn (~?5 400) was retained in the appro-
priations account in the general fund to meet all encumbrances 
the unencrnnbered ba.la..~ce of f~l 281.80 was credited to unappro-
priated surplus. In the special .fund no encumbrances were left 
so the unused balance or the appropriations account, ~~l 200 \"las 
credited to surplus. A closing trial balance would have shown 
a credit balance of ~?5 400 i:u. the $pr::ropriation account and a 
debit balance o.f the .same amount to appropriation encumbrances, 
in the general fund. Hov1ever~ .since in the fund be.lance sheet 
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appropriationencu..~brances are deducted :rrom the appropria-
tions balance, nothing remains to be shovm. 
Second Method, of Accounting 
To carry out the comparison, the same illustrations by 
the second method o:f accounti:q.g vlill be shovm. In the c;encral 





( 1} Approp1 ... ia ti ohs and ': { 3a) 
Unapplied Surplus 75 000 : 
• ( 5e.) .. 
:: 
: . {a) . .. . 
{c) 




5 000 . • . 
'* . 
• . 
1 032· ,. " • ... 
2 500 . • 
• • 58 740 • . 
Unapplied Surplus 50 208 
Taxes accrued 
Available Cash 
Surplus 23 560 
Rev. collected 
Unapplied Surplus 1 032 
Excess collections 
Dnapplied Surplus 200 
75 000 
58 r14o 
4. D. c. Eggleston,, nMunicipal Accounting," pp. 237-242. 
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Available Cash Surplus 
(4a)Unapplied Su.rplus 51 240 00: (12a) Vouchers Liquid-
'fe.xes collected : atecl '70 820 00 
{Sa) Budget Reqiure- : ( e) Orders Unliquid-
ments · 23 560 00: ated 5 400 00 
Rev. collected !(f) Appropriations un-
{Sa)Unapplied Surplus 5 000 00: encumbored 1 081 80 
Temporary loan :(g) Unapplied Surplus 2 500 00 
(8a)Appropr1a.tions 1 80: To closo 
Refund of exoenses : 
- •79 801 So: 79 861 80 . . 
Appropriations 
(10) Open t~arket Orders : (1) Budget Require-
Reserve 42 800 00: ments 72 500 00 
(l2a)Availe.ble Ca.sh Sur- :(Ba)Available Cash sur-
plus 28 4:20 00: plus l 80 
Unencumbered exp. : Refund of exp. 
(c) Budget Requirements 200 00: 
l~!x:cess of est.rev. : 
(f') Available Cnsh Sur- : 
plus 1 081 80: 
Unancumber~d appr. • 
72 5·01 so; 72 ·501 so 
Open M~;.1~ket Orders Reserve 
(12a}Available Cash : (10) Appropriations 42 800 00 
Su.rnlus 3? 400 00: 
Vouchers Liquidated : 
(4) Taxes collected 
(5) Revenues 11 
(6) Temporary Loan 
(8) Re.funds 






51 240 00:{?) To Special Fund 
23 560 00:(13}Vouchers 
5 000 00: 
1 80: 
500 00: 
2 000 00: . • 
3 000 00 
6'7 420 00 
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_...-----------------------T~P~:Q3~~~~s~·..:.:.He~§ivab~e----·--------------------
(3) Ta,~. levy 52 300 00:(4) Cash 51 240 00 
: Taxes collected 
:{a) To reserve 1 060 00 
-5-2-;.:,-20-0-6-0: fi2 300 00 
... • 
Reserve for Abatement of 'lla."Ces 
{a) Taxes uncollectible 1 060 00:(3) Taxes Heceivnble 2 092 Otr 
(b) To Revenues l 032 00: 
{:l) Opera£1on account 
12 Vouchers Payable 
(7) Loan 
Revenues - General 
?4 900 00:(3} Hcv. i'rom taxes 
:{5) Cash 
: (b) Unused reserve 
-•• -'J.4-8-~;-_L_-. -o-iO: 
Loans Pa able 
5 000 00: 6 Loan 
£i *=' : J'.!! v·:nt' 
pue ~rom Special Fund 
3 000 00:(14) Repayment 
: 
12 Vouc ers Jaye.. e o: 
50 208 00 
23 560 00 
1 032 00 
'74 800 00 
2 000 00 
{e) Unl:tquida.ted Ord.ers 5 400 OO:{h) 
7!220 oo: Account t"fl 218 20 71 226 00 





500 00:(9) Miscellaneous 500 00 
Vouchers Payable 
67 420 00:(12)Vouchers audited 70 820 00 
• .
Current Surplus 
:(d}msurplus Receipts 500 00 
:{j) Operations - Net 3 581 80 
: 
2 : 
3 581 80: 






Available Cash Surplus 
1\ppropriutions 
Open Market Orders Reserve 
Co.sh 
Taxes Receivable 
Reserve for Abatement of Trotes 
Revenues - General 
Due from Special Fund 
Expenses - General 
Surplus Receipts 
Vouchers Payable 
1 232 00 
8 981 80 
11 881 80 
1 060 00 
1 000 00 
65 818 20 
89 973 80 
3 532 00 
l 281 80 
5 400 00 
2 092 00 
'73 768 00 
500 00 
3 400 00 
89 973 86 
Closing Entries - Second J.rothod5 
General .F'und 
(a) Reserve .for Abatement o.f Tsxes 1 060 00 
Taxes Receivable 
To write off uncollectible trures 
(b} Reserve for Abatement of fraxes l 032 00 
Tnxes·Receivnble 
Unapplied Surplus 1 032 00 
Budget Requirements 
Tax collecti011s in excess of est-
. !mates 
(c) Appropriations 200 00 
Budget Requirements 
Excess of' estimates over collections 
(d) Surplus Receipts 500 00 
Current Surplus 
To close surplus receipts 
1 060 00 
1 032 00 




5. D. c. Eggleston,. nMunicipal Accounting,n pp. 201-202. 
E. F. MacDonald, 11 l;1un1cipal Accounting~ tt p~ 41 
Bennett lrncountru:icy Institute 
(el :Eltl!>6l'l$0 
... Avnila.hle Gnsh Surplus 
Orde1"'a th"'lliquide.ted 
5 4:00 00 
5 400 00 
(.t11 ) .U1111ropriation.s l 081 ao 
.t\-r1nila'ble Cash Sm,.plus 1 081 80 
.App1~opri~tio~·u:l Unene1:rmbo1~ad 
(g} Una.D·olied Stnanlus 2 500 00 
""·· /t\1u1lt~.ble Cnsh surplus 2 500 00 
To oloso the fund m:.t.1."pluo: ncootmts 
(h) Oper~~·tion 1\ecot4-ii.t 71 218 20 
~ff~:ponno '71 210 zo Expenses j.ncu1'tred du.ring t~ho ;,:·cul" 
(.1) Revenues 
Opers.1. ti on ACCO'Lm.t 
Rovenuos aceru.~3d tuid eolleo.t<::~d 
d"t'l1.~ -.1· 'l"" ~:hf:\ "171':\J\~ ·~ ... Q· r.-.. ~ ...... ., ..;~:..i. 
'74 800 00 
( j) Opclr'a.t1cm P:ccotmt 3 581 80 
Ctu?rei1 t Suri::lus 
~~::zcos.s Of !?OVOUUOS 01tOr O.itpcnses 
for fiscal year 
'74 800 00 
3 581 80 
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. Mr. Eggleston -c1ones nevcnuoo and 1.::XpenE!os directly into 
Current t:1ttrplns.f bit. tbc n.bovo nmthod in bette1 .. since it chc·ac 
othar trnnouct5 .. o:na. 
The elosing ent~ry (c) nl)ovo could t10 tl orwrge to Unnpplied 
surplus instem:l of AppropriRtiona oo t~hnt tho tmoncuz1borcd cal-
r,..nce or approp:ria tions '711.ll be ~;.1 .m:n eo. f{o·::ovor ~ ~1hen tho 
decrease in npprop1'int1on !;)f;'timD,tcs should \')a mnde, if the 
Bud.got Roqu!.1'*m11ents und Approprin•t:tons occou.nta r10re the samo 
Entry (g) was made in order to close out the surplus 
accounts. This 'balance o.f ~;2 500 was due to the fnct thnt 
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the budget estimate .of revenues vms ~~2 500 more than the 
estimate of appropriat:tons, the difference being credited to 
w.:iapplied surplus in the opening budget entry. Had the budget 
Requirements and Appropriations accounts in the opening entry 
been equal and the fu.nd surpluses af'fected only by budget 
transactions these surplus accounts would have been closed out 
with the other fund accounts. 
The fund and proprietary accounts may be constantly checked 
against each other where budget items only are concerned, since 
the balance 0£ the Available Cash Surplus should be. equal to 
the difference between the balances of Cash and Vouchers Pay-
able in the proprietary accounts at all times. It will be 
no·ted in the balances o.f the accounts in the trial balance 
before closing that the Available Cash surplus is ~~500 greater 
than the dif.ference between the two latter accounts. This is 
due to the $1 000 paid-out to the Special Fund and not yet 
returned less the $500 received £rom surplus receipts. These 
two items were not budget items and resulted in a net decrease 
of the cash account of ~~500. Mr. Eggleston also keeps the 
'bala..11ce of Unapplied Surplus equal to the balance of the revenue 
accounts receivable in the proprietary accounts. From the trial 
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bala11ce it will be noted that there is a credit balance of 
$3 532 to Unapplied.Surplus, while there is n debit balance 
of $1 060 in the Ta...'"\.es Receivable, less a. credit balance of 
$2 092 to Reserve for Abatement of Taxes, leaving a. not 
credit balance· of $1 032. The difference of ~~2 500 here is 
due to the ~;2 500 credit to Unnpplied Surplus just explnined 
in the opening budget entry. 
BAL1\.1WE SI-Th"!ET • Second Method 
After Closing 
General Fund 
Cash 11 8'SI80 
Due from Special Fund 1 000 00 
12 881 80 




5 400 00 
3 400 00 
4 081 80 
12 881 80 
Since fund accounts are ·fiscal in character they are 
closed out at the end of the period, so that only proprietary 
accounts are left, making the closing balance sheet e..."mctly 
the same in both methods. Open Marlrnt Orders Reserve continues 
as a fund liability and is an encuml1rance against the appropria-
tion account, which should maintain a balance sufficient to 
take care of it. 
A statement of operations is sometinies made out to accom-
pany the balance sheet, for the purpose of: showing the various 
factors of' operating e.. mrmicipality for a £iscal period, 
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resulting in changes in the surplus., This is o:rton called 
n statement of surplus •. This stntement shows the revenues 
accrued,. the expenses incurred, together with tho surplus or 
deficit for the fiscal period.. A sepn1"ate statement should 
be ms.do out for each :fund •. 
ST!~TEMJJ;!TT OF OPER1\TIONS 
General Fund0 
Revenues Accrued 
Taxes ••••••••••••• ~ •••••••••••••••••.• 51 240 00 
Licenses ................................ 9 500 00 
Fees················~················· 9 560 00 
Departmental Ea1.,nings • • • .. • • • • • • • • • • • • •. tJ: 500 00 
Total Revenues Accrued ••••• *..... 74 800 00 
Expe~ses Incurred 
Executive Department •••••••••••••••••• 4 8'70 00 
Financial Department •••••••••••••••••• 10 300 00 
Public Welfare Department •.•••••••••••• 19 628 00 
Public Works Department ••••••••••••••• 29 500 00 
Legal Department ........................... 6 920 00 
Total Expenses Incurred •••••••••• '71 218 20 
Cur·rent Surplus •• .,, ............... . 3 581 80 
Statement 7 
If the accounting officer cares to do so the expenses may 
be shorm for all the mino-r divisions or the government. If the 
city has charg_e of'\ di.f.ferent institutions, as the \1ater system, 
light system, etc.:1 through the general fund, the revenues, ex-
penses nnd net profit or loss may be shoiim .for each. 
6. E. F,. MacDonald, nmu.~icipal Accounting, u p. 46. 
Bennett Accountancy Institute. 
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A consolidated surplus account may then be shown, bring-
ing the surplus of the various .funds together to show tho sur-
plus as .revealed in the consolidated balance sheet. 
Consolidated Balance Sheet 
A consolidated l)alance sheet· should now be made shovring 
the resources and assets, obligations and liabilities of nll 
funds, but each fund must be kept separate. Many accountants 
keep the fund resources and obligations separated from tho real 
assets and liabilities, r)ut Mr. _!1~orey feels that this serves 
no good_purpose. His.argument in regard to keeping them to-
gether was presented in chapter :I:II, page 71. The consolidated 
balance sheet presented here vlill be according to Mr. Morey• s 
illustrations. It will 11e.notedthat since the fiscal period 
has closed . only real assets cind liabilities vrill appear. 
Property accounts, which are accounts kept \7ith all prop-
erty owne~ by the government~ should be shown in the balance 
sheet but separated from the fund accounts. The reason for 
this is that tho surplus of property accounts represents the 
amount invested by the city in property, while the surplus of 
funds represent cash or other wealth available for expenditures. 
'11he property accounts should be kept nt cost with a contra ac-
count for the specific bonds that were sold in order to finance 
the buying or construction of this property. As these bonds 
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a.re retired by current revenues, the he.la.nee or other contra 
account will be set up and knovm as 0 surplus invested in fixed 
assets. n V~nen the property is sold or v10rn out, it is crodi t-
ed at cost and the account is closed. Therefore, surplus in-
vested in fixed assets does not represent an expendable surplus, 
nut what has been actually spent for property. It is very im-
portant that these accounts be shovm in the balance sheet since 
it is of both administrative and public interest to lmow how 
much the government has invested in property. A property 
register should·be kept, giving nn adequate description, loca-
tion and condition of all property owned by the city. There 
would be no need of keeping en account with depreciation on 
permanent property since most ot: this property of a city is 
pu:c'chased by ·sale of bonds all 0£ which are supposed to be paid 
during the life of the·property. Depreciation records can be 
kept to show the condition o:f the buildings and may be made 
the l)a.sis of:· expenditure for repairs a.nd other outlay, but it 
is not made an expenditure itself.. Dep~ec1ution accounts must 
be kept, however;f with any property belonging to an institution 
or agency conducted for profit .. 
The consolidated balance sheet may be shown in two forms~ 
columnar or sectional. The columnar form will show the assets 
and liabilities of each fund, and also the total of similar 
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assets and liabilities of the di.fferent funds. This form 
would be somewhat as follows: 
Columnar Form'7 
:General • • : Etc. • Total : . ;Piliia "' . Fund :lt'und : . . . 
Assets . : . : . . .. . . • . . . . . . . . 
Cs.sh . : • • ... .. • Receivables : . .. . . . .. 
Etc. . : . . . . : : : . 
T<>tal • . . • : . . . . . . 
Liabilities • . . : • . . . .
&. Surp!us : . . - : . : : . 
Payables : : . . : . . 
Etc. .. •· . : : . . . 
Total • . : • • . . 
: : • . : . . 
· Form lO(a) 
Thi.a :form would not take up so much space, and it would 
.show the tot.al of such items, as cash, fol., all funds. However, 
it is doubtful if this would be or much value. 
Probably the bes·t complete picture of all the ll.ssets and 
liabilities would be presented in the sectional form. In this 
.form the assets .s.nd liabilities of each fund is kept seereeated 
so that there is no chance of getting those of one fund mixed 
with the other. It consists simply of all the fund balance sheets 
being brought together, one just below the other, so that a 
correct picture of each fund, as well as, a grand total of all 
funds may be sho\m. In the sectional form that follows the 
7,, Lloyd I1~orey, nintro. to Governmental Accounting, u p. 106. 
illustration8 by fi'Q?. F:1orey is used, but actual figures for 
only the General and Sp~cial f11ncls as they pertain to the 
problem in this thesis ftre shotrm. 
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Truces Receivable 2 020 















COMSOLIDATED ~ B.ALAlWE SHEET 
11 881 80 
1 000 00 
4 960 00 
984 00 
12 881 80 
5 944 00 
--- ............. .. 
...................... 
.... ----- ..... 
,.. ...... ---
-- --- -.. 
-.-. ----- _ .. 
LIABII.JITlES AUD SURPLUS 
General Fund 
Vouchers Payable 
Reserve for encumbrances 
Unappropriated Surplus 
Total 
SEec :tal JPund 
Voucners-f syable 




--r;f a'6I!Ities & Surplus 
Assessment Fund 
· · Liab:l!lties& Surplus 
Stores Fund 
Liabilities & Surplus 
Service Fund 
LlaEilit!'es & Surplus 
r.rrus t Fund 
tiab'IIIties & SUj?plus 
Sinkine Fund 
LiabflI't!es & Surplus 
Property 
3 400 00 
s 400 00 
4 081 80 
2 600 00 
1 000 00 
2 344.00 
Bonds Payable £or Property 




i2 oa1 eo 
5 944 00 
.. ... - ..... _ .... 
-- ...... ~--
---
- ---- .. -
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Mr.- .. Oakey divides the assets and liabilities of funds for 
consolidated be.lance aheet purposes in from one to four groups. 
and sugges~s that the .four group classification is the bent. 
In this classification all the assets and liabilities are div-
ided :in to the follmdng main groups: 9 
1. Current assets, liabilities, and reserves. 
2. Capital assets, liabilities, and reserves. 
3. Sinking fund assets, liabilities, o.nd reserves. 
4. Trust and special fund assets and liabilities. 
The assets and liabilities of all the funds undor each of theoe 
groups are. added together. In this wt.r;}' these funds that are 
very similar in nature arc hrought together. This is much better 
thnn bringing them all together, but even in this we:y tho sur-
plus £or each fund can not be shown separately and unless this 
is done the true statement of surplus cannot be presented. How-
ever,. in Kansas where some cities have from ten to twenty-five 
special revenue funds st.10h' a segregated 110.la.nce sheet woulc1 be 
bulky. 
Kansas City has its balance sheet grouped into capital 
assets and liabilities, current assets and liabilities, and 
assets and liabilities of' trust funds. The capital assets cor-
rectly include all real estate, buildings, machinery, furniture, 
equipment and other properties· ovmed by the city government; 
the capital liabilities include all bonds outstanding aeainst 
this property. The resulting surplus is the surplus invested in 
9. F'rnncis Oakey, trprinciples of Governmental Accounting 
and Reporting," p. 242. 
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fixed capital. These assets are grouped according to the ma.in 
functions.of the government and both the assets and liabilities 
are later classified µito the particular items. 
In the annual report of t...~e auditor £or 1924 at Topeka the 
current fund assets nnd liabilities are shovm in one group and 
a capital account balance sheet is shown. However, the capital 
account balance sheet includes both the current and property 
assets and liabilities, giving a surplus that is a mixture of 
eur1"ent fund surplus ai1d surplus invested in fixed assets. Since 
only f'ive of the first class cities of Kansas keep accounts with 
all properties, most of the balance sheets tho.t were made up 
showed the assets and liabilities or all current funds together, 
.f'ollowed by a statement of the bonded indebtedness or the city. 
Statements and Reports 
The preparation of reports is among the most important 
duties of the financial officer, and.is not only informative 
in character, but presents an accurate history of the financial 
facts of the city government over the period covered. These 
reports may be classi.fied as, reports to heads of departments., 
reports to administrative officers, and reports to· the public. 
The .f ollovli.ng suggestions for reports are taken from I1!r. Morey, 
Introduction to Governmental Accounting.10 
Tl~e reports to department heads consist mostly of a . 
IO. Lloyd Morey, nintro. to Governmental Accounting,n pp. 
. 109-112. 
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statement of' the condition of appropriations~ This ee.n be pre-
sented at any time by making an extra copy of the appropriation 
ledger form shown in chapter IV, page 116:J where a bookkeeping 
ma.chine is used~ These statements nre usually presented once a 
month. 
The reports to administrative of.ficials nre usually made 
out monthly or quarterly. They include 
1. Statements of receipts.and disbursements (Chapter IV) 
2. Revenue statements (See chapter III) 
3~ Statements of Appropriations (See chapter IV) 
4. Statements of the operation of' special funds, such as 
bond f'unds,,. special assessment fUnds,, ·working capital 
funds, trust funds, etc • 
5~ Statements of fU.nded indebtedness. 
6. Fimd balance sheets of all funds. 
· 7. Sto~tements of the Treasury with a reconciliation between 
the Treasury balances and the accounting office balances. 
Reports to the pub11c are usually made quarterly or annual-
ly.. This is the most difficult type of report to present. Hovr-
ever, it may include 
1.- Comparative condensed summary statements. 
2. Consolidated balance sheet (See.chapter V) 
3. Statement of income or revenue {See chapter III) 
4. Stetements of expenditures classified according to funds, 
functions, departmental units, character. and objects. 
s .• Statement of the operation of special .funds. 
s.. Statement of .funded indebtedness.· 
'7. Statements of inventories of property and equipment. 
8-. Special financial or statisticul statements •. 
9.-.. Certificate of audit by certified public accountant. 
It is also well to give a report of the results of work 
acoompllshed by each department~ This is rlone in the annual 
report at Salina, Wichita, and Atchison; and shows who.t the 
departments are actually doing. This is probably the most 
interesting part o.f the report to the public, and Wichita. 
eliminates most o:r their detailed financial reports in order 
to give this type of information the preference. 
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Chapter VI 
SUiriMARY A1~D COHCLUSIOUS 
In this thesis the status of the budg0t and accounting 
methods used in the first clnss cities of Kansas was presented 
first, .follov1ed by a thorough explanation of: the budget and 
budget procedure together with t'NO of the most up to date methods 
of accounting now in use. In chapter V the results of the 
. . 
various transactions were brought together, the accounts closed, 
and proper statements to reveal the necessary information from 
them suggested and explained. The chapter ·was, in reality, a 
su.rnnmri z~tion of the accounting tra.nsactiolls. It will no\7 be 
the main purpose of the writer in this conclucling chapter to 
summarize the main points that have baen brought out in the 
thesis proper. 
1. The budget is very essential to ef.f'c.ctive administra-
tion end control of the financial o.cti v1 ties of' the municipnli ty. 
So essential has it become that the state of K~"1sns, nnd other 
states to a ~ore or less degree, have passed strict legal re-
quirements concerning the making of a budget and the limitation 
of the expenditui1 es of the cities to the amounts allotted in 
the budget. It assures the proper coordination of all branches 
of the government, careful planning for the future, and, if 
proper accounting records are kept 1 adequate control over all 
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brru1ches of the government. 
2. The budget .forms a basis for the accotmting system 
and to be of ·the most .value must be closely correllnted with 
it in every detail~ 
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3. The budget pla.11 should be complete showing a statement 
of' proposed expenditures, balanced by the estimated revonues 
£rom which these expenditures are to be met• Failure to consid-
er properly the means of financing may later reveal a deficiency 
in the eJrpected l''evenues necessitnting a reduction in e.pproprin-
tions after plans for certain activities have been started. 
4. It is important that control accounts be kept with items 
on the re"Jen.ue side of the budget as well as with appropriation 
items• This ·will .sho1;1 at all times whether the revenues are 
, coming up to the estimates. If revenues fail to come up to ex-
pectations a knowledge of" it enrly in the yenr riill allow for a 
reduction in appropriations without·impairing the efficiency of 
departments. 
5. All cities should have a complete double entry system. 
This insures an accurate system of checking of the records in 
each book and between books. It also insures that a record will 
be kept through the accounting books of all financial trans-
actions of' the government. The double entry system has proved 
its superiority in private undertakings; and is beginning to 
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be considered as necessary in public enterprises~ If there is 
any argument for the double entry system in part, it should be 
used completely~ 
s~ Cities should account for a.11 encumbrances, thnt is, 
cont1.,acts or purchase orders outsto.11d:tng aza.in~rb funds. This 
is a fund liability which is expected to become a real lie.b111ty, 
and .failure to account for them may ca.use embarrassment la.ter. 
7. A central purchasing a.gent is necessary in order to keep 
·a p1"l<oper account of purchase orders. ]~;a.ch de1n1rtment desiring 
an order must first fill out a requisition and file it with the 
purchasing e.e;ent for his approval.. All orders are then ma.de 
through thi.s office from which e. complete record can be ma.de 
for the accounting off'ice. If the city hnd no purchasing agent 
a requisition should at lea.st be filed v1ith the accounting 
office and audited so that a. proper record can be made of it. 
r:r this is not done, many orders will be made by the different 
departments.without the knowledge of the accounting office and 
tdll result in an inadequate record o.f the appropriation en-
cumbrances. This was the experience at Leavenworth, when the 
auditor desired to keep a record o:f encumbrances there. 
a. 11he accounting system ·should be kept on an accrual 
basis.. In a mm1icipa1ity thousa.-ricls of dollars of expense items 
are accrued a.11d u11paid, and many revenue items are accrued and 
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uncollected, at the end or any accounting period. .lm accurate 
condition of'· the funa.s cannot be shown then if the accounts nre 
kept on a cash 1Jasis •' The argument that the recei va.bles ure 
altvays. equa.1 to the payables is unreasonable. Such methods o.ro 
only a matter or gu.eoswork. .An accurate budget control cannot 
{}e 1tept. v1i thout co11fining the receipts and expend! tures of co.ch 
:fiscal period within the period to which it applies. 
9. There should be a uniform classification of all financial 
items in the budget and the accounting system. This will insure 
a close cor1">ellation of the budget and accounting records, re-
sulting in better· control and more efficient reporting. It \"1111 
also be a means of comparison l)etween departments and ci tics, 
thereby creatine a greater interest in the financinl affairs of 
the city and bring about ·a more scienti£ic system of budget 
making,. 
10. Uniform budget estimate fornis are quite essential if 
a uni~orm classification of items is to be carried out com-
pletely Y1ith the least amount of wasted time. Mew York state 
specifies the kind of .forms and the proper classifi.cation to 
use. If' &'1.y Ut?J.iformity is to be had it must come through the 
state, but the forms must .be flexible enough to allow for local 
conditions. 
11. Flexible appropriation ordinances should be made so as 
to insure more freedom on the part of department heads in 
spending, but made so that the executive in charge is respon-
sible f'or keeping the expenditures within the budget. This 
may be accomplished hy lump sum appropriations with allottments 
being made by the executive to the department as he sees fit. 
i;V1thout ·the executive allottments the department head may spend 
too rapidly a.t first, and with itemized appropriation ordinances 
he is cramped too closely for ef.ficient work. 
· 12. !auch publicity should be given to the budget during 
the time or its preparation. It creates.an interest in mun-
icipal projects that cannot be secured in any other way. New 
York City has been unusually successful in this through the 
use of exhibits and newspaper stories. 
13• After the budget is adopted few changes should be al-
lowed, or the purpose of' the budget will be defeated. This v1111 
require greater care in making up the budget, and probably some 
provision.for contingencies will have to be made. 
14. Clear and concise statements and reports should be 
made throughout the.year to keep the department heads, admin-
istra.tion of.ficials and the public informed as to how the 
budget plans are being carried out. A statement of cash re-
ceipts and disbursements of each fup.d, and a statement of 
bonded indebtedness does not do this. In addition to this a 
statement or the revenues shovring the accruals ngninst the 
budget estimates and the balances should be made,, and also 
a statement of appropriations showing the unencumbered as 
well a.a the unexpended ·balances.. Other statements showing 
the condition of the funds, the city debt, and the amount of 
property owned should be made periodically. 
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15. Records of pro??ert1es of all kinds; real a.s v1ell us 
personal, should be kept, showing the original cost, present 
cond1~iQn, expected futu.rel life; repairs, etc .. at all times. 
These should be shown in the consolidated balance sheets and 
offset by the bond liabilities against them, the difference 
being the surplus invested in fixed assets. Only five cities 
of the .first class in Kansas are doing this completely. These 
are Top.aka,. Parsons, Pittsburg, Leavenworth and Kansas City. 
Ho1lrever, it is or administrative as well as public interest. 
16. The best results with the budget will be had if the 
party or parties responsible for making it have charge or carry-
ing it out. This v1ill insure that all items will be used as 
intended •. 
17. A work program over a period of four or five years 
shou1d be made out as a goal tovvard which to work. A program 
for improvements should be carried out in this way so that it 
will be continuous and the tax burden v1111 be spread out·. 
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The ma.in purpose o.f this thesis was,. first, to show a 
simple system or accounting procedure necessary for the cities 
of Kansas to carry out the budget idea to the proper account-
ing records, and second, to show forms that would aid in making 
up the budget. The accounting procedure a.11d forms shown ·through-
out ~re the result of this study. Conclusions concerning the 
status of the budget and accounting in the first class cities or 
Kansas and the prospect of improving these conditions will now 
be made. 
GO!:WLUSimTS 
1. The cities of !{ansas are not living up to their full 
possibilities in the use of a budget. Although budgets are 
made· up in accordance with the legal requirements they ara 
not tied up \Tith the accounting system in a way thnt will in-
sure adequate control·over the appropriations. Leavenworth is 
the only city ot the first class that carries budget control 
accounts through the books completely. The other cities or the 
first class set up the budget amounts in some conspicuous place 
in or near the ledger account af'.fected, to serve as a guide as 
to the condition of the appropriation. A monthly statement is 
then made of the budget balances to present to the commissioners. 
This serves as a fairly accurate control, but where large sums 
or money are being expended~ a daily record or unencumbered 
balances of appropriations should be kept. This is made 
pos,s.ible by a. special appropriation ledger form shown in 
chapter IV, page 116.,., l'i~any of the smaller cities or Kansas 
not only make up their b?dgets loosely,· but fail to even keep 
a monthly or <i,uarterly record of the conditions or the ap-
propriation accounts, •. '° 
2 .• i\_dequate accounting methods are not impossible in 
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Kansas •. One is often met with the argument that in.order to 
keep the records up according to_modern methods of accounting, 
several extra clerks w~ll be required so that the net result 
v1111 not be worth the extra cost. However, in Wichi ta 1 a city 
of 100 000 population~ all the records were kep-:; in good shape 
by the auditor and one assistant.. In Leavenworth, a city of 
the :first class, where the budget was tied up with the account-
ing system in an excellent way, the \vork 'r7as ~oue by the auditor 
alon.e. · If the .appropriation ledger form shown in chapter IV is 
adopted, arid a bookkeeping machine pur.chased, a d~ily record of 
appropriations can be kept \Vith less help than previously. In 
fact where a bookkeeping machine is used~ a system has been 
worked out v1here the entire system of .accounting can be kept 
, .. mechanically. Knoxville, Tennessee is one city where such a 
system is being used very successfully. In this way statements 
that have been rendered monthly at best can be made ~ail7~· and 
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an accurate control can be kept at all times. It is stated 
that one bookkeeper can thus handle all the bookkeeping work 
for a city with as ·tna..l'ly as 150,000 population. It seems, 
·therefore., that modern methods can be used just as cheaply 
· as the othe.r methods, and the savings from such methods V1ould 
be enormous •. 
3. Many city off.icials recognize the need of' e.n ndequo.te 
budget and accounting system, and would gladly welcome it, if 
all cities were required to inste.11 them., 
Since the only practical method of accomplishing this 
goal isthrough the state legislature, the writer recommends 
that a la\v be passed l"equiring all cities of Kanss.s to install 
a simple budget e.nd accounting system enabling them to proper-
ly care for their finances. 
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